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ABSTRACT 

A coupled finite volume and discontinuous Galerkin method for convection-diffusion 

problems 

by 

Xin Yang 

This work formulates and analyzes a new coupled finite volume (FV) and dis

continuous Galerkin (DG) method for convection-diffusion problems. DG methods, 

though costly, have proved to be accurate for solving convection-diffusion problems 

and capable of handling discontinuous and tensor coefficients. FV methods have 

proved to be very efficient but they are only of first order accurate and they become 

ineffective for tensor coefficient problems. The coupled method takes advantage of 

both the accuracy of DG methods in the regions containing heterogeneous coefficients 

and the efficiency of FV methods in other regions. Numerical results demonstrate 

that this coupled method is able to resolve complicated coefficient problems with a 

decreased computational cost compared to DG methods. This work can be applied to 

problems such as the transport of contaminant underground, the C02 sequestration 

and the transport of cells in the body. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This work presents and analyzes the coupling of finite volume (FV) and discontin

uous Galerkin (DG) methods for convection-diffusion equations. DG methods have 

proved to be accurate for convection-diffusion problems during the last fifteen years 

because DG methods have many good properties such as locality, local mass conserva

tivity and high accuracy, but DG methods are indeed costly. FV methods have been 

widely used for convection-diffusion problems thanks to their efficiency and locally 

mass conservative property. However, they become ineffective for more complicated 

problems that have tensor or discontinuous coefficients. I use DG methods to gain 

accuracy in the heterogeneous coefficient region and use FV methods to reduce total 

computational cost. 

1.1 DG overview 

In 1973, Reed and Hill [1] first introduced the Discontinuous Galerkin method to solve 

the neutron transport equation which is a hyperbolic equation. Since then, the DG 

methods for hyperbolic and nearly hyperbolic equations were developed rigorously. 

The stabilization and error estimates of linear hyperbolic systems were studied by 

many people such as Delfour, Hager and Thochu [2], Bottcher and Rannacher [3]. At 

the same time, the DG methods for nonlinear hyperbolic systems were developed. 

Examples are the slope limiter method introduced by Chavent and Cockburn [4], the 
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Runge Kutta Discontinuous Galerkin (RKDG) method by Cockburn and Shu [5], the 

DG method of Allmaras [6] and the DG method of Halt [7]. With the satisfactory 

results of the DG methods for hyperbolic problems, people started to explore the DG 

methods on convection problems with non-negligible diffusion. 

In addition, Galerkin methods for elliptic and parabolic equations using discon

tinuous finite element methods were introduced also in the 1970s. These Galerkin 

methods use penalties to guarantee stability and impose continuity and are named 

interior penalty discontinuous Galer kin (IPDG) methods. Examples are found in 

Babuska [8], Baker [9], Wheeler [10] and Arnold [11]. IPDG methods were developed 

independently of the DG methods for hyperbolic problems for many years. Then 

in the 1990s when DG methods for hyperbolic problems were extended to elliptic 

problems, some authors began to realize the similarity between the newly developed 

DG and the old IPDG methods. A unified framework of the DG methods for elliptic 

problems were given by Arnold, Brezzi, Cockburn and Marini [12] in 2000. They 

also compared the properties such as consistency, conservativity, stability and error 

in H 1, £ 2 spaces of almost all DG methods up to then [13]. 

I now give an overview of the DG methods for the convection-diffusion equa

tions, based on the DG schemes for the convection terms in hyperbolic equations 

and the diffusion terms in elliptic equations. In 1991, Dawson [14] introduced the 

upwind-mixed finite element methods to solve advection-diffusion equations. The 

DG approximation is obtained by mixed formulations which use auxiliary variables 

to cast the second order equation to first order equation systems. This method has 

a disadvantage of adding as many equations as the dimension of the problem. This 
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methodology was also used by Arbogast and Wheeler [15], Bassi and Rebay [16] for 

compressible Navier-Stokes equations, and Warburton, Lomtev, Kirby and Karni

adakis [17] for the Navier-Stokes equations, and the error estimates were given by 

Brezzi, Manzini, Marini, Pietra and Russo [18]. Following the same approach, Cock

burn and Shu [19] presented the LDG method for time-dependent convection-diffusion 

systems. Then in 1999, Baumann and Oden [20] introduced a OBB-DG method that 

does not use auxiliary variables. They compared their method with the continuous 

Galerkin method and their method turned out to be much more robust. They also 

presented priori error estimates for one-dimensional problems and for polynomials 

with degree larger than two. In 1999, Riviere, Wheeler, Girault [21] presented error 

estimates in higher dimensions. In 2003, the incomplete interior penalty Galerkin 

method (IIPG) was introduced in [22, 23]. Up to then there were four members 

in the primal DG methods, including OBB-DG, symmetric interior penalty method 

(SIPG) [10],non-symmetric interior penalty method (NIPG) [24] and IIPG. In 2006, 

Sun and Wheeler [25] analyzed three primal DG methods with penalty for solving 

reactive transport problems in porous media. They built up the DG schemes and 

derived error estimates in L2 (H1) and L2 (L2 ) for SIPG, NIPG and IIPG. They also 

numerically investigated the h- and p-convergence behaviors. 

Much more work on DG methods for convection-diffusion problems was done dur

ing the last ten years. DG methods prove to be robust because they can be used 

on unstructured meshes and they have some properties such as locality, local con

servation, high accuracy and are capable of handling discontinuous coefficients. In 

2001, the priori error analysis of the LDG method for elliptic problems was studied 

and tested by numerical experiments by Castillo, Cockburn, Perugia and Schotzau 
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[26]. The convergence properties of the hp-version of the LDG method for 1 dimen

sional convection-diffusion problems was analyzed by Castillo, Cockburn, Schotzau 

and Schwab [27] in the same year. In 2005, a new stabilized mixed discontinuous 

Galerkin method for Darcy flow was presented and analyzed by Hughes, Masud and 

Wan [28]. The framework for the construction and the analysis of the newly de

veloped discontinuous Galerkin method for the elliptic problems was also proposed. 

Examples are Brezzi, Cockburn, Marini and Suli [29], and Cockburn, Gopalakrish

nan and Lazarov [30]. In 2009, Proft and Riviere [31] developed and analyzed a new 

family of DG methods for time-dependent convection-diffusion equations with highly 

varying or even vanishing diffusion coefficients. They did not use slope limiting tech

niques or streamline-diffusion stabilization. Instead, their methods, which were based 

on NIPG/SIPG, used special fluxes. Their methods would automatically choose the 

right flux to maintain stability according to the variability of the convection-diffusion 

ratio. In my paper, I use their IPDG scheme with some modifications to suit my 

problem better. 

Though DG methods are very accurate, they are also very costly. Meanwhile, FV 

methods are well developed for their efficiency and local mass conservation property. 

We now have an overview of FV methods. 

1.2 FV overview 

Finite volume methods for convection-diffusion equations were first introduced in the 

early 1960s by Tichonov and Samarskii [32, 33]. However, the stability and conver

gence rates of FV methods in various dimensions were not studied until the eighties 
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and nineties. FV methods can be divided into vertex-centered FV schemes and cell

centered FV schemes by the position of the points concerned with fluxes. Since 

cell-centered grids are very attractive when it comes to physical discontinuities and 

internal boundaries, I will only consider the cell-center schemes here. 

In 1988, quadratic convergence rates of the approximate solution for elliptic prob

lems were confirmed by Forsyth and Sammon [34], and both the approximate solution 

and its first derivatives were proved to be second-order convergent for discrete £ 2 norm 

for all nonuniform rectangular grids by Weiser and Wheeler (35]. In the 1990s, Vas

silevski, Petrova and Lazarov [36] established the FV scheme for elliptic equations 

on triangular cell-centered grids and found the second order superconvergence rate in 

H 1 norm. A similar superconvergence rate study was done by Arbogast, Wheeler and 

Yotov (36]. FV methods for convection-diffusion problems were studied on rectan

gular grids by Lazarov, Mishev and Vassilevski (37]. They established and analyzed 

the upwind scheme with first order accuracy with respect to H 1 and £ 2 norms and 

the modified upwind scheme with second order accuracy. FV schemes and error es

timates for nonlinear convection-diffusion problems were also studied. Examples are 

Feistauer and Felcman [38], and Eymard, Gallouet and Herbin (39]. In 2000, Gal

louet, Herbin and Vignal [40] established the error estimates for convection-diffusion 

equations with three general boundary conditions which are Dirichlet, Neuman and 

Robin. They proved that FV schemes are first order accurate with respect to the H 1 

and £ 2 norms for the admissible meshes including the voronoi and triangular meshes. 

Their work is the basis of this paper because of the first order accuracy with respect 

to discrete H 1 norm. We do not want to use 0 degree polynomials in p-DG methods 

because we will have zero order accuracy for H 1 norm where we use 0 degree polyno-
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mials. 

In summary, DG methods can handle well for convection-diffusion equations with 

heterogeneous coefficients, but they are indeed costly. FV methods are very efficient 

but they can not handle complicated coefficient problems. Thus, it is worth looking 

for a coupled method which can utilize the advantages of the DG methods and reduce 

computational cost at the same time. In 2010, Chidyagwai and Riviere [41] intro

duced a coupled method of finite volume and DG methods for elliptic problems. They 

used the IPDG method in the regions containing complicated features and the highly 

efficient FV method in other regions to reduce computational cost. They proved the 

convergence of the error with respect to the energy norm. Inspired by their work, 

I use the coupled FV and DG method on the convection-diffusion equations, and I 

show theoretically and numerically that the error of the new scheme also converges. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I present the lD steady state 

convection-diffusion model problem. Then I give the coupled scheme and prove the 

error has first order accuracy. At last, I show some numerical results to verify my 

proof. In Chapter 3, I introduce some notations and the steady state convection

diffusion model problem. Then I show the coupled scheme and prove that the scheme 

has a unique solution. I also prove that the error is is bounded by C(hFv+h~c), where 

C is a constant and hFv, hvc are the size of the FV and DG meshes respectively. At 

last, I give some numerical examples. In Chapter 4, I introduce the time-dependent 

convection-diffusion model problem. I give the coupled scheme and analyze it. In 

Chapter 5, I give the conclusion and an overview of my future work. 



Chapter 2 

The coupled FV and DG method for lD 
convection-diffusion problem 

2.1 Model problem 

Consider the two point boundary value problem: 

-(K(x)u'(x))' + f3u'(x) = f(x), x E (a, b) 

u(a) = 91, u(b) = 92 

where K E H 1([a, b]), f E L2 ([a, b]), and f3 is a constant. Assume that 

0 < ko ~ K(x) ~ k1 < oo,x E (a, b). 

2.2 Scheme 

Figure 2.1 : 1D mesh 

7 

(2.1) 

Let c be a point between a and b. Let a= xf0 < xf0 < · · · < x~~~ = c be a 

partition of [a, c] (see Figure 2.1) and let 1~0 denote the interval [x~0 , x~f1 ]. 
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D fi h DG _ DG DG h-DG _ (hDG hDG ) d h _ (hDG) W e ne n - Xn+l - Xn , n - max n , n+l an DG - max1~n~N n . e 

require that there is a constant () such that 

1 < hva < () < oo. 
- minl<n<N(hf?G) -

Define the jump as [v(x)] = v(x-) - v(x+), for a < x < c, [v(a)] = -v(a+), [v(c)] = 

v(c-) - v(xfv). 

Define the average as {v(x)} = ~(v(x-) + v(x+)), for a < x < c, {v(a)} = v(a+), 

{v(c)} = ~ (v(c-) + v(xfV)). 

Define the upwind as 

ut(x) = u(x-), if (3 :2: 0, 'Vx E (a, c), 

ut(x) = u(x+), if (3 < 0, 'Vx E (a, c), 

ut(c) = u(x-), if (3 :2: 0, 

ut(c) = u(xfv), if (3 < 0. 

Then the exact solution ul [a,c] satisfies: 

where 

(2.2) 
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for all v piecewise discontinuous polynomial of degree ron the interval [a, c): 

The parameters in the bilinear form aDG are the penalty parameters. Un is a nonneg-

ative real number that penalizes the jumps in the solution u and the symmetrization 

parameter c takes the value -1 or +1. The proof of (2.3) is found in the proof of 

Lemma 2.2. 

Let c = xfV < xfv < x{v < xfv < · · · < xfr < x~1 = b be a partition 
2 2 2 

of [c, b] (see Figure 2.1). Define J[V = [xf3_, xf-0.], and let hi+_21 = xfZ - xfv, i = 
2 2 

1, · · · , M- 1. Let h0 = xfv- c and hM = b- xfr. We define 

Define the jump as [v](xf-0.) = v(xfv)- v(xf~), i = 1, · · · , M- 1. 
2 

Define the upwind as 

Multiplying (2.1) by v, a piecewise constant function over the partition c = xfV < 
2 

x{v < ... < x~1 = b, integrating over every interval I[v, using integration by part 
2 2 

and summing over all intervals, we obtain 

M-1 

""""' (K(x[3_)u'(x[3_)vi- K(x~)u'(xf-0-)vi) L..J 2 2 2 2 
i=2 

M-1 

+ L ( -f3u(xf!i)vi + /3u(xf+'!)vi) 
i=2 

(2.4) 
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We will use the notation vi = v(xfV) throughout the text. 

Next we replace the derivative terms with finite difference approximations and the 

terms having f3 as the coefficient with the upwind approximations. But we keep the 

terms evaluated at the point c unchanged. We obtain the forms: 

M-1 ( ( FV) ( FV) ( FV) ( FV) ) aFV(u v) = "'""' K(xFV) u xi - u xi-1 . - K(xFV) u xi+1 - u xi 0 

' L...J i-l h v~ H l h v~ 2 0 1 2 ° 1 
i=2 ~-2 ~+2 

- K(xfV) u(xfV) - (xfv) v + K(xFV 1) u(xfr) - u(x1f-1) v 
- h 1 M-- h M 
2 i! 2 M-1 

2 2 

( FV) M-1 

+ K(b) u ~: VM + L ( -f3ut(x[-"i)vi + f3ut(x[~)vi) 
i=2 

1 + f3ut(x{v)v1 - f3ut(xfJ-_ 1 )vM + -2 f3u(xfr)vM 
2 2 

LFV (v) = 1b fv + K(b) :: VM- ~f3g2vM 
(2.5) 

for all v, piecewise constant over [c, b]. 

We now consider the coupling of DG and FV at the interface c. We obtain two different 

schemes by choosing two different interface forms. If we replace the derivative at the 

interface with the finite difference approximations and use the average in the f3 terms, 

we get the average interface scheme: 

u(xFV)- u(c-) 
ai5F(u, v) = K(c) 1 ho (v(xfv)- v(c-)) + f3{u(c)} (v(c-)- v(xfV)), 

where we define {u(c)} = ~(u(c-) + u(xfV)). 

Average scheme : Combining an, ap and aRF terms, we now write the coupled 

DG-finite volume scheme: find uh E Xh such that 

for all v E Xh = { v: vlrRa E IPr(I~0), vlrrv E IPo(JfY)}. 

If we replace the derivative at the interface with finite difference approximations and 
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use the upwind in the /3 terms, we get the upwind interface scheme: 

We recall that ut(c) is defined by (2.2). 

Upwind scheme: Combining an, aF and abF terms, we obtain the coupled DG

finite volume scheme: find uh E Xh such that 

2.3 Existence and uniqueness 

First, let us define some norms. Define 

llulloo= 

and define the DG norm 

N 

llullna = llull~a + ~1/31 L)u(xR0 )] 2 . 
n=2 

Define the FV norm to be 

M-1 ( ( FV) ( FY))2 2( FV) 1 M L K(x~'\) u xi+I - u xi + K(b) u xM + -1/31 L[u(x~~)J2. 
. ~+2 h•+l hM 2 . 2 ~ 2 
~=1 • 2 ~= 

Define the energy norm 

llulle = llullba + llull~v + K(c) (u(xfV) h~ u(c-))2 
• 

It is easy to see that II · lie is indeed a norm for Xh. Now we prove existence and 

uniqueness of the solution to the multinumeric scheme. 
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Theorem 2.1 

There exists a unique solution uh E Xh satisfying (2.6) and a unique solution uh E Xh 

satisfying (2. 7). 

Proof 2.1 

We only need to prove uniqueness, since the problem is linear and finite dimensional. 

Let the boundary conditions and f be zero. We will show that the solutions to the 

schemes are zero everywhere. Define 

N xDG N N 

aD0 (u, v) = L 1 n+l Ku'v'- L {Ku'(x~0)}[v(x~0)] + c L {Kv'(x~0)}[u(x~0)] 
n=l xRG n=2 n=2 

N 

+ L:Oi~0)- 1 crn[u(x~0)][v(x~0)] + (hf0 )-1cr1u(a+)v(a+) 
n=2 

Then 

It is well known that aD0 (v, v)is coercive with respect to llvllnanorm, 

i.e. there is a constant a ? 0, such that 

(2.8) 

Indeed (2.8) is trivially true if c = 1. In the case c = -1, one can show that (2.8) 

holds if the penalty parameter a is large enough [42]. 
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When f3 2:: 0, we have 

1 1 N 1 
= aDG(v, v)- 2f3v2(x~~-n- 2/3 2:: v2(x~G-) + 2f3v2(a+) 

n=2 

1 N N N 1 
+ 2/3 2:: v2 (x~0+) + f3 2:: v2 (x~0-) - f3 2:: v(x~0-)v(x~0+) - 2f3v2(a+) 

n=2 n=2 n=2 

1 = aDG(v, v)- 2f3v2(c-) 

1 N 
+ 2/3 2:: ( v2 (x~0-)- 2v(x~0-)v(x~0+) + v2 (x~0+)) 

n=2 

Similarly, when f3 < 0, we have 

Thus 
1 1 N 

aD0(v,v) = aD0(v,v)- 2f3v2 (c-) + 21/31 2:[v(x~0)j2_ (2.9) 
n=2 

Now let us consider the FV part. We separate the diffusive and convective terms and 

write aFv(v,v) = D + B, where 
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and 
M-1 

B = L: ( -{3vt(x[~)v(xfv) + {3vt(x~)v(xfv)) 
i=2 

We compute 

M-1 ( FV) ( FV) M-1 ( FV) ( FV) 
D = ""K(x~v )v xi+1 - v xi v(xfV)- ""K(x~v )v xi+1 - v xi v(xfV) 

L- ~+~ h. 1 l+l L- l+~ h. 1 l 
i=1 l+2 i=1 l+2 

v(xFV) 
+ K(b) h: v(xfr) 

M-1 2( FV) 2 2( FV) 2( FV) + 2( FV) 2( FV) 
= ""K( ~v )v xi+l - v xi v xi+1 v xi K(b)v xM 

L- X*! h + h 
i=1 2 i+~ M 

M-1 ( ( FV) ( FY))2 2( FV) 
= ""K( FV) v xi+1 - v xi K(b)v xM 

L- xi+! h + h · 
~1 2 i+~ M 

(2.10) 

When {3 ~ 0, we note that vt(x[~) = v(xfv). Then we obtain 
2 

M-1 

B = L ( -{3v(xf!;_)v(xfv) + {3v(xfv)v(xfv)) 
i=2 

1 + {3v(xfv)v(xfv)- {3v(xfi_1)v(xfr) + 2{3v(xfr)(xfr) 

M M-1 1 
= L: ( -{3v(xf!;_)v(xfv)) + L (f3v2(xfv)) + 2{3v2(xfr) 

i=2 i=1 

1 M 1 
= 2 L ( -2{3v(xf!;_)v(xfv) + {3v2(xfv) + {3v2(xf!;_)) + 2{3v2(xfv) 

i=2 

1 M 1 
= 2{3 L[v(x[~)]2 + 2{3v2(xfv) 

i=2 
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When /3 < 0, we note that vt(x[~) = v(xfft). Then we obtain similarly 
2 

M-1 

B = L ( -f3v(xfv)v(xfv) + f3v(xfJt)v(xfv)) 
i=2 

Therefore, we obtain 

(2.11) 

Combining (2.10) and (2.11), we have 

(2.12) 

Next, we assume uh is the solution of the scheme (2.6). Taking (2.9) and (2.12) 
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into (2.6), we have 

aO ( uh, uh) 
N 

= a,DG(uh, uh)- ~{3u~(c-) + ~1!31 L[uh(x~c)]2 
n=2 

M-1 ( ( FV) ( FV))2 2( FV) 1 M 
+ t; K(x[~) uh xi+I h~+;h xi + K(b) uh :: + 21!31 t;[uh(x[~)]2 

+ ~{3u~(xfv) + K(c) (uh(xfV) h~ uh(c-))2 + ~{3u~(c-)- ~{3u~(xfv) 

= -DG( ) + ~lf31 ~[ ( DG)]2 + ~ K( FV) (uh(x~)- Uh(xfV))2 
a uh, uh 2 ~ uh xn ~ xi+l h 

n=2 i=l 2 i+~ 

+ K(b) u~rf}') + ~lf31 t[uh(x[~)]2 + K(c) (uh(xfv) h- uh(c-))2 = 0. 
M ~ 0 

By (2.8), we obtain 

(2.13) 

This implies that uh is identically zero, and therefore there is a unique solution to 

(2.6). 

Next, we consider the solution uh to scheme (2. 7) with zero f and boundary condi-

tions. 

When {3 2: 0, we have 
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Adding (2.9), (2.12) and (2.14) together, we obtain 

at(uh, uh) = av(uh, uh) + aF(uh, uh) + abF(uh, uh) 

N M-1 ( ( FV) ( FV))2 
= avc(uh, uh) + ~LBI L:[uh(x~c)]2 + I: K(x[~) uh xi+1 h~ ~h xi 

n=2 i=1 t+2 

+ K(b) u~rfr) + ~I,BI :t[uh(xf~)]2 + K(c) (uh(xfv) h- uh(c-))2 + ~,B[uh(c)]2. 
M ~ 0 

(2.15) 

Similarly, when ,8 < 0, we have 

(uh(xFV) - uh(c-))2 
abF(uh, uh) = K(c) 1 ho + ,B(uh(xfv)uh(c-)- u~(xfv)). (2.16) 

Adding (2.9), (2.12) and (2.16) together, we obtain 

at(uh, uh) = av(uh, uh) + aF(uh, uh) + abF(uh, uh) 

N M-1 ( ( FV) ( FV))2 
= aDG(uh, uh) + ~I,BI L:[uh(x~G)]2 +I: K(x[~) Uh xi+1 h~ ~h xi 

n=2 i=1 t+2 

+ K(b) u~rfr) + ~I,BI :t[uh(xf~)]2 + K(c) (uh(xfv) h- uh(c-))2 - ~,B[uh(c)f 
M ~ 0 

(2.17) 

According to (2.15) and (2.17), we obtain 

at(uh, uh) 

N M-1 ( ( FV) ( FV))2 
= aDG(uh, uh) + ~I,BI L:[uh(x~G)]2 + I: K(x[~) uh xi+1 h~ ~h xi 

n=2 i=1 t+2 

+ K(b) u~rfr) + ~I,BI :t[uh(xf~)]2 + K(c) (uh(xfV) h- uh(c-))2 + ~I,BI[uh(c)]2 
M i=2 0 

=0. 
(2.18) 

Using the coercivity (2.8) of aD0 , we can conclude that (2.18) implies uh = 0 

everywhere.D 
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2.4 Error estimate 

We first show that the exact solution satisfies the scheme up to a consistency error 

that is of first order. 

Lemma 2.1 

Denne the residuals for any u E H 2 ([c, b]). 

R:_1 = f3(ut(x[~)- u(x[~)), 1 ~ i ~ M, (2.21) 
2 2 2 

1 
R~ = 2/3(u(xfi)- u(b)), (2.22) 

Ro = K(c) ( u(xf:}~ u(c) - u'(c)) , (2.23) 

Rl = /3 ( u(c)- u(c-) +2 u(xfV)) . (2.24) 

Then there exists a constant C depending on u and independent of hpv, such that 

1 

IRMI ~ k1(hfj) 2 llu"IIL2([xf,Y,b])' 

IR:_1 1 ~ Chpv, 2 ~ i ~ M, 
2 

Proof 2.2 

For Ri_l, 2 ~ i ~ M, by Taylor's expansion we obtain 
2 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

u(x~'V) = u(x!~ )+u'(x!~ )(xfV -x!~ )+ { 1 u"(txfV +(1- t)x!~ )(xf'V -x!~ )2tdt. 
t z- 2 z- 2 z z- 2 Jo z z- 2 z z- 2 

(2.30) 



Substracting one equation from the other and dividing by h[~, we obtain 
2 

Set txfv + (1- t)x[~ = x and we obtain 
2 

11 1x~v 
u"(txfv + (1- t)x[~)(xfv- x[~?tdt = ' u"(x)(x- x[~)dx. 

O 2 2 xFV 2 
i-~ 

Similarly, we have 

11 1x~v 
u"(txf_:' + (1- t)x!"; )(xf_:' - x!"; )2tdt = ·-1 u"(x)(x- x!"; )dx. ~ 1 ,__ ' 1 ,__ , __ 

O 2 2 xFV 2 
i-~ 

Thus we obtain the following inequality which is (2.25). 

I u(xfV) - u(xf-Yt) _ '( FV) I 
hFV U Xi_l 

. 1 2 ,_2 

1 1x~V 1x~V 
= hFv I • u"(x)( x- x[~)dx- ·- 1 u"(x)(x- x[~)dxl 

i-1 xFV1 2 XFV 2 
2 i-"2 i-~ 

1 1x~v 
= hFV I • u"(x)(x- x[~)dxl 

. 1 xFV 2 
~-2 i-1 
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(2.32) 

(2.33) 
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Now let us prove (2.26). Thanks to Taylor's expansion, we obtain 

Setting x = txfv + (1 - t)c, we obtain 

u(xFV) - u(c) 1 1xfv 
1 hFv - u'(c) = hFV u"(x)(x- c)dx. 

0 0 c 

Bounding (x- c) by h[V and using Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, we obtain 

I u(xfv)- u(c) 1 I ( FV) 1 "II hFV - u (c) :::; ho 2llu £2([c,xfv)). 
0 

The proof for (2.27) is similar. 

Since u E H2([c, b]), we have u E C1([c, b]) by the Sobolev imbedding theorem. There

fore, u'(x)'ilx E [c, b] is bounded by some constant M. Thus by Taylor's expansion, 

we obtain (2.28): 

Similarly, we obtain (2.29). 0 

Lemma 2.2 

Let u E H 1(a, b) be the solution to problem (2.1) and assume Ku' E C(a, b). Then u 

satisE.es 

where 
M M-1 

RFv(v) = L Ri-~v(xfv)- L Ri+~v(xfv)- RMv(xfr) 
i=2 i=1 

M M-1 

- L R~_ 1 v(x[V) + L R~+l v(x[V) + R~v(xfr), 
i=2 2 i=1 2 
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Proof 2.3 

Multiplying (2.1) by v E {v : vi1Ra E 1Pr(J~0)} and integrating over every interval 

1~0 , we obtain 

Integrating by parts, we obtain 

DG 1xn+l 
= jv, 

xDG n 

for n = 1, 2, · · · , N. Summing up over all the intervals, we obtain 

N ~G N N 

- L 1 n+l ((3u- Ku')v'- L Ku'(x~0)[v(x~0)] + L (3u(x~0)[v(x~0)] 
n=l xf?G n=2 n=2 

+ K(a)u'(a)v(a+)- K(c)u'(c-)v(c-) + (3u(c)v(c-)- (3u(a)v(a+) 

= 1b fv. 

Since Ku' and u are continuous over (a, b), we have {Ku'(x)} = Ku'(x), ut(x) = u(x) 

and [u(x)] = 0 Vx E (a, b). We can then, without changing the equality, re

place Ku' in the term E:=2 Ku'(x~0)[v(x~0)] with the average and u in the term 

E:=2 (3u(x~0)[v(x~0)] with the upwind and add the stabilization terms. Therefore, 

we obtain (2.35). 

aD0 (u, v)- K(c-)u'(c-)v(c-) + (3u(c-)v(c-) = LD0 (v), Vvi 1Ra E 1Pr(If:0 ), (2.35) 

From (2.4) and (2.5), we obtain (2.36). 
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Adding (2.35) and (2.36), we obtain 

aD0 (u, v) + aFV (u, v)- K(c-)u'(c-)v(c-) + ,Bu(c-)v(c-) + K(c+)u'(c+)v(xfv) 

- ,Bu(c+)v(xfv) = LD0 (v) + LFv (v) + RFv(v). 

(2.37) 

In the interface, using u(xfYtu(c-) to approximate u'(c) and {u(c)} to approximate 

u(c), we can easily get the result.D 

Theorem 2.2 

We assume that u satisfies the assumptions in Lemma 2.2 and also assume that 

u E Hr+l(J{;0 ), Vl $ n $Nand u E H 2[c, b]. Let uh be the solution of the schemes 

(2.6) and (2.7). Then there exists a constant C independent of hvc and hpv such 

that 

liuh- ulle $ C(h'Dc + hpv ). 

Proof 2.4 

We recall that the solution uh of the scheme (2.6) satisfies 

We substract (2.34) from (2.38): 

Let 

U(x) ~ { 
u(xfv), x[~ < x < x[~, 1 $ i $ M, 

2 2 

where wh satisfies ([42]) 

(2.40a) 

(2.40b) 
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Define Uh - u = X and u - u = e. Then we have uh - u = uh - u + u - u = X - e. 
Substitute it in (2.39) and choose v equal to x: 

Since e(x[V) = 0 for alll ~ i ~ M, we have aFV(e,x) = 0. Tidy (2.42) up and we 

obtain 

aD0(x, x) + aFV (x, x) + a}5F(x, x) = aDG(e, x) + a}5F(e, x)- RFv(x)- RI(x). 

(2.42) 

We now bound the terms in the right-hand side of (2.42). 

n=2 n=2 (2.43) 
N 

+ L:O;,~a)-1un[e(x~0)][x(x~0)] + (hf0)-1uie(a+)x(a+) 
n=2 

In the remainder of the proof, C is a generic constant that takes many values at many 

places, and that is independent of the mesh size. 

The first term in the right-hand side of (2.43) is bounded by using Cauchy-Schwarz's 

and Young's inequalities, and by the approximation result (2.40a). 

N 1xDG 
2 -2 -1 2r+2 2 a n+l /2 

< 1.81 ko a Chna luiHr+l((a,c]) + 8 L( va Kx ). 
n=l Xn 
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We recall that a is the coercivity constant in (2.8). The second term in the right-hand 

side of (2.43) is handled similarly. 

To bound the third term in the right-hand side of (2.43), we use the following trace 

inequality: 

N 

I L:,aet[x(x~0)]1 
n=2 

N N 

$ 2 L l/3let2 (x~0) + ~ L I,BI[x(x~0)] 2 
n=2 n=2 

N N 

$ 21/31 L(e(x~G-) + e(x~0+)) + ~I,BI L:[x]2 (x~0) 
n=l n=2 

N N 

::; Cl/31 I: ((h~0f1 llelli2(J.fG) + h~0 lle'lli2u.fa)) + ~1/31 L:[x] 2 (x~0) 
n=l n=2 

N 

$ CI,Bih1;'b 1 lul~r+l([a,c)) + ~I,BI L[X]2(x~0). 
n=2 

To bound the fourth term in the right-hand side of (2.43), we apply the bound (2.44) 
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to the function e'. 
N 

1- L: {Ke'(x~0)}[x(x~0)]1 
n=2 

:s; t, ( 2a -q,~a ,.;;-' { Kf (x~G)}2 + ~" t, (ii~a)-'<1n[x(x~a)]') 
N N 

::::; 2a-1 L k~h~Ga:;;l(e'2(x~G-) + e'2(x~G+)) +~a L(h~G)-lan[x(x~G)]2) 
n=2 n=2 

N 

::::; C(m~nan)-1 k~ L hDa ( h~0-1 lle'lli2uRa> + h~0 lle"lli2(IRa>) 
n=2 

N 

::::; C(m~n(an))- 1 k~(hDa)2riul~r+l([a,c]) +~a L(h~G)-1an[x(x~0)] 2 . 
n=2 

To bound the fifth term in the right-hand side of (2.43), we apply (2.44) toe and the 

trace inequality 

to x'. 
N 

lc L{Kx'(x~0)}[e(x~0)]1 
n=2 

N 

::::; L ~IK(x~0+)x'(x~0+) + K(x~0-)x'(x~0-)ii(e(x~0-)- e(x~G+)i 
n=2 

N 

(2.45) 

::::; c L: ( k1k;~ (h~a)-~ IIK~x'ii£2(IRG>) ( (h~a)-~ lleii£2(JRG> + (h~0)~ lle'II£2(JRG>) 
n=l 

N N 

::::; Ckok12 L: ((h~0)-1 ilelli2(JRG> + h~0 lle'lli2(IRa>) + ~ L: IIK~x'lli2(JRG> 
n=l n=l 

N 

::::; Ckok!2h~aiul~r+l([a,c]) + ~I: IIK~x'lli2(J,PG)· 
n=l 
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The sixth term in the right-hand side of (2.43) is bounded similarly to the third term. 

N 

I :~::)ft~G)- 1 an[~(x~0)][x(x~0)]1 
n=2 

N N 

:::; 2a-1 2:)ft~G)-lan[~(x~G)]2 +~a L)ft~G)-lan[X]2(x~G) 
n=2 n=2 

N _ 1 N _ 

:S 4a-1 L,(h~G)-lan(e(x~G-) + e(x~G+)) +Sa L,(h~G)-lan[X(X~G)j2 
n~ n~ 

N 

:::; Cm:x(an) L(h~0)-1 ( h~0-1 ll~lli2uRa> + h~0 ll~'lli2(rRa>) 
n=l 

N 

:S C m:x(an)(hna?rlul~r+I([a,c]) +~a L,(ft~G)- 1an[x(x~0)j2. 
n=2 

The seventh and eighth terms in the right-hand side of (2.43) are easily bounded as 

follows: 

l(hf0)- 1 ai~(a+)x(a+)l :::; Co-1 (hna?rlul~r+l([a,c]) + ~a(hf0)- 1aiX2 (a+ ), 

IK(a)~'(a+)x(a+)l :::; 2k~(hf0)a!1 (()2 (a+) + ~a(hf0)- 1alx2 (a+) 

:S Ck12a11 (hna)2rlul~r+l((a,c]) + ~a(hf0)- 1aiX2 (a+). 
The ninth term is bounded using (2.44) and (2.45). 

1- c:K(a)x'(a+)~(a+)l :S Cklk;~(hf0)-~IIK~x'IIL2(rfa)l~(a)l 

2 1( )2rl 12 1 II 1 '112 :::; Ckl k(j hna u HT+l([a,c]) +sa K 2 x £2(JfG)• 

Finally, the last term in the right-hand side of (2.43) is bounded as follows: 



Now let us consider the interface terms in the right-hand side of (2.42). 

and 
lf3~(c-) +2 ~(xfv) (x(c-)- x(xfv))l 

::; 4K(c)-1f32e(c-)ho + K(c) (x(c-) ~h~(xfv))2 

< ck-1{32h h2r+11ul2 + K(c) (x(c-)- x(xfV))2 
- 0 0 DG W+1(JfJG) 4ho 

Now let us consider the error term RFv in (2.42). 

By Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, we obtain 

M M-1 

IRFv(x)l = I L Ri-~x(x[v)- L Ri+~x(x[v) - RMx(xfi) 
i=2 i=1 

M M-1 

- ""R~ 1 x(x~v) + "" R~ 1 x(x~v) + Rf3 x(xFV) I ~ ~-2 ~ ~ H 2 ~ M M 
i=2 i=1 

M-1 

::; I L Ri+~(x(x[,_i)- x(x[v))- RMx(xfr)l 
i=1 

M-1 +I L R~+~(x(x[v)- x(x[,_i)) + Rtx(xfr)l 
i=1 

27 
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For the residual term R~, we use the fact that I.Rol + IR1I ::; ChFv· 

IRI(X)I = IRo(x(xfv)- x(c-))- R1(x(c-)- x(xfv))l 

= I(Ro + RI)(x(xfv)- x(c-))1 

::; ChFvlx(xfV)- x(c-)1 

< Ch3 k-1 + K(c) (x(xfv)- x(c-))2 
- FV 0 4ho . 

Combining the bounds above, we obtain 

Using the coercivity of a,va, we obtain, as in (2.13), 

29 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 
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Using the bound (2.47) and taking the right terms to the left, we obtain 

Thus there exists 6, such that 

llxlle ~ C(h!Ja + hFv) 

Also II~ lie~ C(h!Ja + hFv ). Therefore, 

lluh - ulle = llx -~lie ~ llxlle + II~ lie ~ C(h!Ja + hFv) 

for some constant C depending on the real solution. 

The error estimate proof for the scheme (2. 7) is very similar to the above proof with 

a little modification for the interface term. The only difference lies in Rr(v). For 

at(u, v) scheme, we denote R1(v) by RJ(v) and it satisfies 

We bound RJ( v) the same way as (2.46) and obtain the same bound as (2.46) with a 

different C. D 

2.5 Numerical results 

In this section, we present some numerical results which verify the error estimates 

given in the last section. For all the examples, we use a uniform mesh with size h 
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and choose the interval (0, 1) with c = 0.5. We let c = -1 and Un = 10 Vn. We use 

piecewise quadratic approximation over the DG interval. The integrals are evaluated 

by Gauss-Legendre quadrature with two nodes. 

We first consider a constant solution to demonstrate the consistency of the coupled 

DG-FV method. Then we consider other examples. 

Consider the boundary value problem: 

-(u'(x))' + u' = 0, x E [0, 1] 
(2.48) 

u(O) = 1, u(1) = 1 

The exact solution is u(x) = 1. Table 2.1 shows the numerical results. Since the 

solution is a constant, we expect the energy error to be zero by our error estimates. 

h llelle of aU llelle of at 

0.250000 2.5718e-15 1.8927e-15 

0.125000 1.4463e-14 1.0035e-14 

0.062500 1.3894e-14 9.6184e-15 

0.031250 7.5633e-14 5.7359e-14 

0.015625 1.0497e-13 7.1137e-14 

Table 2.1 : Numerical results of the average and upwind schemes for Problem (2.48). 

Second, we repeat the experiment for the following problem: 

-(u'(x))' + u' = 0, x E [0, 1] 

u(O) = 1, u(1) = e 
(2.49) 
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h llellna CR lleiiFv CR llelle of aU CR 

0.2500000 5.5976e-02 - 9.8069e-02 - 1.1627e-01 -

0.1250000 4.5703e-02 0.2925 5.1981e-02 0.9158 7.0830e-02 0.7151 

0.0625000 2.7557e-02 0.7298 2.5709e-02 1.0157 3.8204e-02 0.8906 

0.0312500 1.4982e-02 0.8792 1.2667e-02 1.0211 1.9764e-02 0.9509 

0.0156250 7.7950e-03 0.9427 6.2725e-03 1.0140 1.0043e-02 0.9766 

0.0078125 3.9737e-03 0.9720 3.1192e-03 1.0079 5.0614e-03 0.9886 

Table 2.2 : Numerical results of the average scheme for Problem (2.49). 

h llellv-a CR lleiiFv CR llelle of at CR 

0.2500000 7.2312e-02 - 9.3990e-02 - 1.1872e-01 -

0.1250000 4.9832e-02 0.5372 5.0627e-02 0.8926 7.1084e-02 0.7399 

0.0625000 2.8584e-02 0.8019 2.5331e-02 0.9990 3.8233e-02 0.8947 

0.0312500 1.5238e-02 0.9076 1.2568e-02 1.0111 1.9767e-02 0.9517 

0.0156250 7.8585e-03 0.9553 6.2470e-03 1.0085 1.0044e-02 0.9768 

0.0078125 3.9896e-03 0.9780 3.1127e-03 1.0050 5.0615e-03 0.9886 

Table 2.3 : Numerical results of the upwind scheme for Problem (2.49). 

The exact solution is u(x) =ex. Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 show the numerical results. 

Now let us test a function u E 0([0, 1]) such that u' and K are not continuous, 
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but Ku' E C([O, 1]). We choose f3 = 1, and 

K(x) = {: 

0 X E [0, ~] 
X~ (~, ~) 

f(x) = ( -x- t)ex X E (~, ~) 
X E (~, ~) 

-lex xE[~,1] 8 

The exact solution is 

-2ex -2ex X E [0, ~] 

u(x) = (x- li)ex D(x)u'(x) = 2(x- Vex X E (~, ~) (2.50) 

(lx _ 61 )ex 
8 32 

-(lx _ 53)ex 
8 32 xE[~,1] 

The errors and rates are given on Table 2.4 and Table 2.5. 

h llellna CR lleiiFv CR llellt: of aU CR 

0.1250000 1.0601e+01 - 6.8996e-01 - 1.0626e+01 -

0.0625000 4.7727e-02 7.7952 4.2685e-02 4.0147 6.4947e-02 7.3541 

0.0312500 2.5926e-02 0.8804 2.0961e-02 1.0260 3.3594e-02 0.9511 

0.0156250 1.3484e-02 0.9431 1.0360e-02 1.0167 1.7071e-02 0.9766 

0.0078125 6.8730e-03 0.9722 5.1464e-03 1.0093 8.6034e-03 0.9886 

0.0039062 3.4693e-03 0.9863 2.5644e-03 1.0049 4.3186e-03 0.9944 

Table 2.4 : Numerical results of the average scheme for Problem (2.50). 
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h llellna CR lleiiFv CR llelle of at CR 

0.1250000 1.0605e+01 - 6.9401e-01 - 1.0630e+Ol -

0.0625000 4.9432e-02 7.7451 4.1959e-02 4.0479 6.4917e-02 7.3553 

0.0312500 2.6350e-02 0.9077 2.0770e-02 1.0145 3.3580e-02 0.9510 

0.0156250 1.3590e-02 0.9553 1.0311e-02 1.0104 1.7067e-02 0.9764 

0.0078125 6.8994e-03 0.9780 5.1340e-03 1.0060 8.6023e-03 0.9884 

0.0039062 3.4759e-03 0.9891 2.5613e-03 1.0032 4.3183e-03 0.9943 

Table 2.5 : Numerical results of the upwind scheme for Problem (2.50). 
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The coupled FV and DG method for higher 
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FV and DG methods are two methods that are well suited for convection-diffusion 

problems. They are prefered over other numerical methods which (such as classical 

finite element method) give poor numerical solutions with wiggles or crosswind ef

fects. Also FV and DG methods can be used on unstructured meshes and are locally 

mass conservative. Therefore, they are good choices for convection-diffusion equa-

tions. Because DG methods are more accurate and their meshes are much easier to 

be refined to capture local features than FV methods, I want to use DG methods in 

the regions where I want more accuracy. Because FV methods are more efficient than 

DG methods, I want to use FV method where less accuracy is needed. 

In this chapter, I introduce the convection-diffusion model problem and establish 

the coupled FV and DG scheme in 2D and 3D. Then I prove the existence and 

uniqueness of the solution to the scheme. And finally I give the order of the error 

with respect to the energy norm. 

3.1 Model problem and scheme 

In this section, I first present the model problem. Then I introduce the FV and DG 

meshes I use for this model. After that, I establish the coupled FV and DG scheme on 

the meshes. Finally, I prove the existence and uniqueness of the multinumeric scheme. 
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Let n c JR.d, d = 2, 3, be a bounded polygonal domain subdivided into non 

overlapping subdomains n~ and nb and let nF = uin~ and nv = uinb. The mult

inumerical method uses a finite volume method on nF and a discontinuous Galerkin 

method on nv. The solution u of the convection-diffusion problem satisfies 

- \l · (K\lu- {3u) = f, in n. (3.1) 

The function f belongs to L2 (n). The coefficient K is bounded above and below by 

positive constants k1 and k0 respectively. The vector {3 is divergence-free: \l · {3 = 0. 

Let £j) (resp. £M be a subdivision of nv (resp. nF ), made of cells V (Voronoi cells 

in nF and either triangles/tetrahedra/hexahedra or Voronoi cells in nv). We also 

denote by hF (resp. hv) the maximum diameter over all cells in nF (resp. nv) 

and we let h = max(hF, hv). We assume that the meshes match at the interface 

The definition of the mesh £~ requires further notation. We assume that £~ is an 

admissible finite volume mesh, in the following sense: 

1. There is a family of nodes { xv }vEEh such that xv E V and if a face "'( is such 
F 

that "'( = av n aw with W =f. V, it is assumed that Xw =f. Xv and that the 

straight line going through xv and xw is orthogonal to "'(. 

2. For any boundary face "f = aV nan with V E £~, it is assumed that xv tj. "f. 

However this condition can be relaxed (see Remark 1 in Section 3.2). Let y"Y be 

the (non-empty) intersection between the straight line going through xv and 

orthogonal to 'Y· See Figure 3.1 . 

We denote by r~I the set of faces that belong to the interior of nF and by r~8 the set 

of boundary faces that belong to anF nan. Similarly, the sets of faces that belong to 
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Figure 3.1 : A Voronoi cell on the interface or the boundary 

the interior of nv and boundary faces that belong to anv nan are denoted by r~I 

and r~8 respectively. Let n be the unit normal vector outward of n. We decompose 

those boundaries into inflow and outflow boundaries as follows: 

r h,a+ _ { E rh,a 
F - X F' 

r h,a+ _ { E rh,a 
D - X D' 

{3 · n > 0}, 

{3 · n > 0}, 

The boundary condition is of Dirichlet type: 

u = g on an. 

We also define 

r h,a- _ rh,a \ rh,a+ 
F - F F ' (3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

There remains the set of faces that belong to the interface fvp; this particular set is 

denoted by rtF· 

We now define a parameter d7 that is associated to each face in the FV mesh. Let 

V and W be two cells in the FV region such that 'Y = oV n oW is an interior face. 

We define the parameter d7 to be the Euclidean distance between the nodes xv and 

xw. 

d7 = d(xv, xw ). 
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If the face ' is a boundary face (i.e. belongs to av nan) the parameter d-y is the 

distance between the node xv and the face 'Y. 

d-y = d(xv, 'Y) = d(xv, Y-y). 

Next, assume that a face 'Y is the intersection of a FV cell V and a DG cell W. The 

parameter d-y is defined to be the distance between the node xv and the point y"Y, 

which is (as in the boundary case) the intersection between the straight line going 

through xv and orthogonal to 'Y· Here, we have made the assumption that xv does 

not lie on the interface 'Y. Assume there is some () > 0 such that 

VrEf~z, r=aVnaw, d-y~Omax(hv,hw), 

v, E r~8 , , = av nan, d-y ~ Ohv, 

Finally, we define the harmonic average of the diffusion coefficient: 

11xw ds ~- 1 
v"' E rhF,z, "" = av n aw, K d 

I I "Y = "Y xv K ( s) ' 

11Y"~ ds ~- 1 
'~"" E rhF,a, ""= av nan, K d 

I I "Y = "Y xv K ( 8) ' 

11Y"~ ds ~- 1 
v, E r~F, , = avnaw, v E &;,, wE&~, K-y = d-y xv K(s) 

It is easy to see that K-y is also bounded above and below by k1 and k0 respectively. 

We denote by lrl the length of a face 'Y· The finite dimensional space consists of 

piecewise polynomials of degree less than or equal to r in the DG region and of degree 

equal to zero in the FV region. 

Xh = {v E L2 (f2) : vlv E 1Pr(V) VV E &~, vlv E 1Po(V) VV E &;,}. 
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We define the jump of a function in x_h. For any face "! we fix a unit normal vector 

n, to 'Y· We assume that if"! is a boundary face (belongs to an), then n, points 

outward of an. If"( belongs to the interface f2JF, then we assume that n, points from 

the DG region into the FV region. Let us denote by V and W the mesh elements so 

that the vector n, points from av into aw. We now define the jump of a function 

v E x_h. 

"( E f~I, [v]!, = v(xv)- v(xw), 

"( E f~I, [v]!, = viv- viw, 

"( E f~F' [v]l, = vinv(Y,)- vinF(xw ), 

"( E f~8 , [v]i, = v(xv), 

"'E rhv'8, [ ll I ' v, =v V· 

We remark that the quantity [v]l, is a number except for the faces"( E r2J. 

We define the upwind and the downwind of a function v E x_h. 

, E r}", { 
vtl, = v(xv ), { v+i, = v(xw ), if {3 · n 1 ~ 0, 

vtl, = v(xw), v+i, = v(xv ), otherwise. 

, E r;;", { 
vtl, = viv, { v+i, =viw, if {3 · n, ~ 0, 

vtl, = viw, v+i, =viv, otherwise. 

'Y E rtF, { 
vtl, ~ vlnv(Y0 ), { v+i, = vinF(xw), if {3 · n, ~ 0, 

vtl, = vinF(xw), v+i, = vinv (y,), otherwise. 

"! E rh,a+ 
F ' v tl, = v(xv ). 

"! E rh,a+ 
D ' vtl, = viv· 

(3.5) 

The DG method requires additional notation. Let { v} denote the average of a function 
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'Y E f~z, 'Y = 8V n 8W, {v}l, = 0.5(viv + viw), 

, E r~8 , , E av, {v}l, = v. 

Let u > 0 denote the penalty parameter and € E { -1, 1} be the symmetrization 

parameter. For a given face 'Y shared by two mesh elements V and W, let h, = 

max(diam(V), diam(W)). The DG bilinear form is for all u, v E x_h 

av(u,v) = L 1 K\lu ·\Tv- L 1 {K\lu · n,}[v] 
VE£1, V -yEr~I 'Y 

+ € L 1 {K\lv · n,}[u] + L : 1[u][v] 
-yer~z 'Y -yer~z 'Y 'Y 

- L 1 K\lu·n,v+E L 1 K\lv·n,u+ L : 1 uv 
-yer~8 'Y -yer~8 'Y -yer~8 'Y 'Y 

- L 1 (3u ·\Tv+ L 1 (3 · n,ut[v] + L 1 (3 · n,uv. (3.6) 
VE£1, V -yEr~I 'Y -yEr~B+ 'Y 

The cell-centered finite volume method is defined by the following bilinear form for 

all u, v E x_h 

where 

{3, = 1 (3 . n,. 

Our scheme uses the overall bilinear form for all u, v E x_h 

a(u, v) = av(u, v) + aF(u, v) + avF(u, v), (3.8) 

where avF is the coupling form at the interface fiv: 

avF(u, v) = L 71 K,[u][v] + ~ L 1 (3 · n,(ulnv + ulnF)(vlnv- vlnF). (3.9) 
-yeriv 'Y -yeriv 'Y 
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The source functions and inflow boundary condition are taken into account in the 

form 

Vv E X_h, 

(3.10) 

The numerical scheme is: find uh E Xh satisfying 

Vv EX\ a(uh, v) = f(v). (3.11) 

We next define some norms, that naturally arise from the bilinear forms above: 

We now give some important properties of the bilinear forms. 

Lemma 3.1 

There exists a positive constant a independent of h such that 

Proof 3.1 

First we show that 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 
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Second we show that 

(3.17) 

Since 

(3.18) 

the result easily follows. 

av(v,v) = L 1 K'Vv · 'Vv- L 1 {K'Vv · n'Y}[v] 

VEE~ V "(H~I 'Y 

+ f L 1 {K'Vv · n'Y}[v] + L : 1[v]2 

"(Er~I 'Y 'YEr~I 'Y 'Y 

- L 1(K'Vv · n'Y)v + f L 1(K'Vv · n'Y)v + L : 1 v2 

'YEr~8 'Y 'YEr~8 'Y 'YEr~8 'Y 'Y 

- L 1 {3v · 'Vv + L 1 {3 · n'Yvt[v] + L 1 {3 · n'Yv2 • (3.19) 
VEE~ V "(Er~I 'Y "(Er~8+ 'Y 

Denote 

A1 = L 1 K'Vv · 'Vv- L 1 {K'Vv · n'Y}[v] 

VEEh v Erh,z 'Y 
D 'Y D 

+f L 1{K'Vv·n'Y}[v]+ L : 1[v]2 

"(Er~I 'Y "(Er~I 'Y 'Y 

- L 1(K'Vv · n'Y)v + f L 1(K'Vv · n'Y)v + L : 1 v2 

'YEr~8 'Y 'YEr~8 'Y 'YEr~8 'Y 'Y 

A2 =- L 1 {3v · 'Vv + L 1{3 · n'Yvt[v] + L 1{3 · n'Yv2 • 

VEE~ V "(Er~I 'Y "(Er~8+ 'Y 

We know from [42] there is a constant K, > 0 such that 
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We use Green's first identity for the first equality in the following equations. 

A2 = -~ L lav/3 · nv2 + L 1/3 · n'Yvt[v] + L 1/3. n'Yv2 
vee£, 'Yer~z 'Y 'Yer~8+ 'Y 

= -~ L 1 f3 · n'Y[v2]- ~ L 1 f3 · n'Yvl~v 
""erh,z 'Y ... erh·8 urh 'Y 

I D I D FD 

+ L 1 f3. n'Yvt[v] + L 1 f3. n'Yv2 
"{Er~Z 'Y "{Er~B+ 'Y 

= L 1 f3 · n'Y(vt[v]- ~[v2])- ~ L 1 f3 · n'Yvl~v + ~ L 11/3 · n'Yiv2. 
"{Er~Z 'Y "{Eri D 'Y "{Er~8 'Y 

1 1 
But (vt[v]- 2 [v2]),8 · n'Y = 21,8 · n'YI[v]2, 

then A2 = ~ L 11/3 · n'YI[v]2 + ~ L 11/3 · n'Yiv2 - ~ L 1 f3 · n'Yvl~v· 
'Yer~z 'Y 'Yer~8 'Y 'Yeriv 'Y 

Therefore, we have 

av(v, v) = A1 + A2 ~ min(K, 1)llvll~a- ~ L 1 f3 · n'Yvl~v 
'Yeriv 'Y 

i.e. av(v, v) ~ Kllvll~a- ~ L 1 f3 · n'Yvl~v· 
'Yeriv 'Y 

Now let us show that 

We recall that 

aF(v, v) = L 71 K'Y[v]2 + L ,B'Yvt[v] = B1 + B2. 
'Yeri 'Y 'Yer~zur~8+ 

Using the definition (3.5), we have 

v, E r~1 , ,B'Yvt[v] = I,B'Yivt(vt- v.!-) 

= ~I,B'YI ( (vt- v.!-)2 + vt2- v.!-2) 

1 2 1 t2 .j.2 
= 2I,B'YI[vJ + 2I,B'YI(v - v ) 



Thus L .B"Yvt[v] = L ~I.B"YI[v]2 + L ~I.B"YI(vt2- v-l-2). 
')'Er~X ')'Er~X ')'Er~X 

Since '\! · {3 = 0 and v is a piecewise constant on each cell, we have 

Noticing that 

1 f3 · nvv2 + 1 {3 · nwv2 = 1 {3 · n"Y[v2] \::l'"'f E V n W, V and W E £~, 

we collect the terms in (3.20) according to the faces and obtain 

0 = - L 1 {3. n"Y[v2]- L .B"Yv2 + L .B"Yvi~F 
"YH~x "Y "YEr~·8+ur~8- "YEr~>F 

or 0 =- L I.B"YI(vt2- v-l-2)- L .B"Yv2 + L .B"Yvi~F· 
"YEr~x "YEr~8+ur~8- "YEr1F 

Adding B2 and ~ x (3.21) together, we obtain 

+ ~ (- L I.B"YI(vt2 - v-l-2)- L .B"Yv2 + L .B"Yvi~F) 
"YEr~x "YEr~8+ur~8- "YEr1F 

= ~ L I.B"YI[v]2 + ~ L I.B"Yiv2 + ~ L .B"Yvi~F· 
"YEr~x "YEr~8+ur~8- "YEr1F 

Therefore, 

Theorem 3.1 

There exists a unique solution uh E x_h satisfying (3.11). 

Proof 3.2 
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(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

It suffices to show uniqueness of uh satisfying (3.11) with f = g = 0. Take v = uh in 

(3.11), and use coercivity of a. This implies that lluhlle = 0 and thus uh = 0 in x_h. 
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xv xw 

Figure 3.2 : Vw,-y and Vv,-y 

3.2 Error analysis 

In this section, I obtain an error estimate with respect to the energy norm. 

The proofs are given in the case where there are N DG regions and M FV regions. 

For each face 'Y in the FV region, we define a subdomain Vy as follows. Assume that 

'Y E r~z with 'Y = 8V n 8W. Define (see Figure 3.2) 

Vw,-y = {txv + (1- t)x, x E "(, t E [0, 1]}, 

and let 

V-y = Vw,-y U Vv,-y· 

Assume now that 'Y E r~8 with 'Y C 8W, then V-y = Vw,-y· Finally if 'Y E r2JF with 

'Y = 8V n 8W, and WE£;,, then V-y = Vw,-y· 
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Lemma 3.2 

Define the residuals for any u E H 2(n). 

\:/"( E r~I, I'YI 1 ~(u) =-fly K'Y[u]- 'Y K\lu · n'Y, (3.23) 

'V'Y E r~8 , ~(u) = -71 K'Y(u(xv)- g(y'Y))- 1 K\lu · n'Y, (3.24) 
'Y 'Y 

'V"f E rh,x u rh,a+ 
F F ' Q'Y(u) = -{3'Yut + 1 (3 · n'Yu, (3.25) 

'V'Y E r1p, K 
(3.26) ~(u) = -K\lu · n'Y- -f[u], 

'Y 

'V'Y E r1p, Q'Y(u) = (3 · n'Y(ulnd- u(xy-r)). (3.27) 

Let H(u) denote the Hessian matrix of u. Assume K is a positive constant. Then, 

there exist a constant 0 1 only dependent on () and a constant 0 2 only dependent on 

(), d, (3, and p, such that 

Proof 3.3 

'Y E r~, l~(u)l 2 ::; 01 h~I'YI r IH(u)l2 , 
'Y lv-r 

'Y E r\)F, (11R.,(u)1) 2 :S c, h~'YI lv, IH(u)l', 

"' E rh,x u rh,a+ 
I F F ' 

for all p > d and such that p < oo if d = 2 and p ::; 6 if d = 3. 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

Inequalities (3.28) and (3.29) can be found in [43], and inequalities (3.30) and (3.31) 

can be found in [44]. For completeness, we recall the proofs in Appendix A. 

The following result shows that there is a consistency error only due to the FV 

discretization. In the DG regions, there is no consistency error. 
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Lemma 3.3 

Let u E H 1(0.) n H 2(£Jj) n H2(0.F) be the solution to problem (3.1)-(3.4). Then u 

satisfies 

"i/v E x_h, a(u, v) = f(v)- L Ry(u)[v]- Q.y(u)[v] 

- L [v] 1 Ry(u) + L 1 K'\lu. noy(vlnv- vlnv(Yoy)) 
oyErbF oy oyErbF oy 

- L ~ 1 Qoy(u)(vlnv- Vnv(Yoy))- L ~[v] 1 Qoy(u). 
oyErbF oy oyErbF oy 

(3.32) 

Proof 3.4 

Let V E £; and let v E x_h such that vlv = 1 and v = 0 elsewhere. Denote by nv 

the outward unit normal to V. Multiply (3.1) by v and integrate on V by parts: 

- { K'\lu · nvv + { {3 · nvuv = { fv, 
lav lav lv 

or 

- L 1K'\lu · nvv + L 1{3 · nvuv = 1 fv. 
oyE8V oy oyE8V oy V 

(3.33) 

Summing (3.33) over all FV cells, we obtain 

- L 1 K'\lu · noy[v] - L 1 K'\lu · noyv + L 1 {3 · noyu[v] 
oyer~1 oy oyer~8 oy oyer~1 oy 

+ L 1 {3 · noyuv + L 1 (K"Vu- {3u) · noyvlnF = In fv. 
oyEr~B oy oyErbF oy F 

(3.34) 

Using the residual definitions, from (3.34) we obtain for all v E x_h 

aF(u, v) + L 1 (K"Vu- {3u) · noyvlnF + L Ry(u)[v] + L Qoy(u)[v] 
oyErbF oy oyer} oyer~zur~8+ 

= 1 fv- L 1 {3 · noygv + L ~~ Koyg(yoy)v. (3.35) 
nF oyer~a- oy r~a oy 
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Next, we consider V E £Jj, multiply (3.1) by v E Xh and integrate by parts: 

{ KV'u · V'v- { KV'u · nvv- { {3u · V'v + { {3u · nvv = { jv. 
lv lav lv lav lv 

We sum over all V in the DG regions and collect the terms according to the faces: 

(3.36) 

We then replace KV'u · n-y in the second term of (3.36) with the average { KV'u · n-y} 

and u in the fifth term of (3.36) with the upwind ut. We also use the boundary 

conditions and add the stabilization terms to obtain 

av(u,v)- L 1(KV'u-{3u)·n-yvlnv 
-yer~F 'Y 

We now add (3.35) and (3.37) together: 

ap(u, v) + av(u, v) + T = f(v)- L R..y(u)[v]-

(3.37) 

Q-y(u)[v], 

where T corresponds to the terms involving integrals on the interface rDF· We can 



write using the regularity of the solution u (namely the fact that u E H 2 (0.)): 

T =- L 1(K'Vu- {3u) · n-y(vlnD- vlnF) 
-yH~F "Y 

- L 1 K'Vu · n-y (vlnD - v(y-r)) 
-yH~F "Y 

+ ~ L 1 {3 · n-yu(vlnD- vlnF) + ~ L 1 {3 · n-yu(vnD- vlnF). 
-rer~F "Y -rer~F "Y 

Using the definition of the residual in Lemma 3.2,we obtain 

T = L I'Y~K"Y [u][v] + L [v]1 Ry(u)[v]- L 1 K'Vu · n-y(vlnD - v(y-y)) 
-rer~F "Y -rH~F "Y -rer~F "Y 
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+~ L 1{3·n-yu(vlnD-vF)+~ L 1(Q-y(u)+f3·n-rulnF(xv))(vlnD-vF), 
-rer~F "Y -rer~F "Y 

or 

Thus we can conclude. 

Theorem 3.2 

Assume that u E H 2 (0.) and that ulnD E Hr+l(£i) for r ~ 1. Then there exists a 

constant C independent of hv and hF such that 

1 

lluh- ulle ~ C(h[; + hb + hF)· 

Proof 3.5 

We can write 

uh - u = x - e, x = uh - u, e = u - u. 
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The function u E x_h is chosen so that 

'v'V E £~, ulv = u(xv ). (3.38) 

On the DG regions u is assumed to satisfy the usual approximation properties: 

Using the definition of the scheme (3.11), Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.3, we obtain an 

error equation: 

allxll~::; a(x, x) =a(~, x) + L R.y(u)[x] + Q-y(u)[x] 

Let us estimate the terms in the right hand side. Since ~(xv) = 0 for all nodes 

xv E Op, we have 

a(~, x) = av(~, x) + ap(~, x) + avF(~, x) = av(~, x) + avp(~, x). 

We can use standard techniques to bound av(~, x). We list the bounds for the terms 
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in av(~, x) here without proof. 

L 1 K\l~ · \lx $ 1~a L IIK~\/~IIia(v) + Ch~juj~r+l(eJj)' (3.39) 
VEt:Jj V VEt:Jj 

- L 1 {K\l~ · n-y}[x] $ 1
1
6a L 1[x]2 + Ch~juj~r+l(t:Jj)' (3.40) 

-yEr~I -y -yEr~I -y 

E L 1 {K\lx · n-y}[~] $ 1
1
6akl L IIK~\/xllia(V'Y) + Ch~juj~r+I(eJj)' (3.41) 

-yEr~I -y -yEr~I 

L ~ 1[~][x] $ 1
1
6a L : 1[x]2 + Ch~iui~r+I(t:Jj)' (3.42) 

-yEr~I -y -yEr~I -y -y 

- L 1 K\l~. n-rx $ 116a L ~ 1 X2 + Ch~iul~a(eJj)' (3.43) 
-rEr~8 -r -rEr~8 -r 

E L 1 K\lx · n-y~ $ 1
1
6aiEI L IIK~\/xllia(V'Y) + Ch~iui~r+l(t:Jj)' (3.44) 

-rEr~a -r -rEr~z 

L : 1[~][x] $ 1
1
6a L IIK~Vxllia(v'Y) + Ch~jui~r+l(t:Jj)' (3.45) 

-yEr~8 -r -r -rEr~z 

- L i /3~ · \lx $ 1
1
6a L IIK~\/xllia(v'Y) + Ch~+2 juj~r+l(t:Jj)' (3.46) 

VEEJj -yEr~I 

L 1/3 · n-re[x] $ 1
1
6a L 11/3 · n-rl[x] 2 + Ch~+IIul~r+l(t:Jj)' (3.47) 

-yEr~I -y -yEr~I -y 

L 1/3 · n-y~X $ 1~a L 11(/3 · n-y)~xllia(-r) + Ch~+Ijuj~r+l(t:Jj)" (3.48) 
-yEr~8+ -y -yEr~8+ 

The other term reduces to 

We claim that we can choose the approximation u such that ~lnv(Y-r) = 0. In that 
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case we have 

Let us fix a face 'Y E r~a with 'Y = 8V n 8W, and V E £Jj. Let us denote by 

rJ = xlv- xlv(Y-y)· Then we have by [24) and trace and inverse inequalities: 

(3.49) 

Therefore, we obtain 

anF(e,x) $ ~II,BIIL""{n) L llxlnv- xlnv(Y-y)IIL""('Y) llelnnl 
-yEr~F 'Y 

+ ~II,BIIL""(n) L l[x]lllelnvl 
-yH~F 'Y 

$ CII,BIIL""(n) L IIY'xlnnii£2{V-r) llelnnl + ~II,BIIL""(n) L l[x]lllelnvl 
~~ 'Y ~~ 'Y 

Using the inequalities J'Y lelnvl $ I'YI~(J'Y lelnvl 2)~, I'YI $ h~- 1 and d-y $ 2hn, we 

obtain 

anF(e, x) $ ~ llxll~a + ~ L ~ K-y[X]2 + ca-1ko1 II,BIIioo(n)hDIIell~2(r~F)• 
-yEr~F 

Using the approximation property of u and trace inequalities, we get 
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The first consistency error term is bounded as follows: 

Using the bound (3.28) and denoting by H(u) the Hessian matrix of u, we have 

(3.52) 

The second consistency error term is as: 

Using Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality and the bound (3.30), we obtain 

(3.53) 

Using Holder's inequality, we obtain 

(3.54) 
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The third consistency error term is as: 

which with the bound (3.29) gives: 

The fourth consistency error term is bounded as below using Cauchy-Schwarz's in-

equality, the bound (3.49) and Young's Inequality. 

- L 1 K\lu. n-y(XInv- xlnv(Y-y)) 
-yer~F 'Y 

~ 2: (DK'Vu · n.,l'/ (1(xlno- xloo(y,))') j 
-yer~F 'Y 'Y (3.56) 

1 1 

~ Ckl L 11Vull£2b)h111Vxii£2(V-r) 
-yer~F 

Using the same argument and the bound (3.31), we bound the fifth consistent 

error: 

L ~ 1 Q-y(u)(xlnv- Xnv(Y-y)) 
-yer~F 'Y 

~ C L 11Vxii£2(V-r) 11Q-y(u)l 
-yer~F 'Y 
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'"'' hd-2 Since 11'1 ::; h~-I, d-y ;::: Ohv, we have ~ ::; T· Therefore, we obtain 

L ~ 1 Q-y(u)(xlnv- Xnv(Y-r)) 
-rer~F -r 

::; 1
1
6allxllba + Ch~htJ,.-2 ( ~ I"Yid-r) I-~ ( ~ llull~n.P(V-y)) ~ 

-rervF -yervF 
(3.57) 

::; 1~allxll1a + Oh~htJ..-2 IOFI 1-~ llull~rl,p(£M 

::; : 6allxllba + Oh~htJ,.-2 max(IOFI, l)llull~n.p<£M· 
Using the same skills as for (3.53) and the bound (3.31), we bound the last term: 

(3.58) 

Combining all the bounds, we finally obtain 

116 allxll~::; Oh1J"juj~r+l(£ij) +Ch~ iF jH(u)j 2 +0h~llull~l,p(£M +0hviiV'ull~2(r~F)· 
(3.59) 

We can then conclude. 

Remark 1: The results of Theorem 3.2 are still valid if there are some nodes 

xv located on boundary edges ')' E r~8 . Let denote by r~0 the set of such edges. 

The coupled scheme is slightly modified. The discrete space is the set yh of functions 

v E x_h such that v(xv) = 0 for all xv E r~0 • The bilinear form ap and linear form .e 

become 

ap(u, v) = L 71 K-y[u][v] + L .B-rut[v] (3.60) 
-yer~zu(r~8\r~0 ) 'Y -rer~zu(r~8+\r~0) 

f.(v) =In fv- L 1{3 · n-ygv + E L 1 KV'v · n-yg 
-re(r~8-\r~0)ur~8- 'Y -yer~8 'Y 

+ L : 1 gv + L 71 K-yg(y-y)v. (3.61) 
-yer~8 'Y 'Y -yer~8\r~0 'Y 
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Remark 2: The error can be bounded by C(hv + hp) if we assume that there 

exists a constant 0 1 independent of hv such that 

1 

( L 11Vulli2(V-y)) 
2 

:::; Clhvi1Vuii£2(0v)· 
-yervF,V-yeei> 

(3.62) 

We only need to focus on (3.56). Applying the trace inequality to (3.56), we obtain 

L 11 K\7u · n-y (v(y-y)- vlnv) I 
-yervF 'Y 

:::; Chv L IIVu · n-ylli2('Y) + ~ L IIVvlnv lli2(V-r) (3.63) 
-yervF -yervF 

:::; Chv L h[} (11Vulli2(V-r) + h~ll\72ulli2(V-r)) + ~ L IIVvlnv lli2(V-r)· 
-yervF -yervF 

By the assumption (3.62), we obtain 

L 11 K\7u · n-y (v(y-y)- vlnv) I 
-yervF 'Y 

:::; Ch~ (11Vulli2(0v) + ll\72ulli2(0v)) + ~ L IIVvlnv lli2(V-r)' 
-yervF 

(3.64) 

Thus we obtain error bounded by C(hv + hp ). 

Let us see why the assumption (3.62) is reasonable. Let us review the motivation 

of the coupled FV-DG method. We want to use DG method for accuracy and FV 

method for less computational cost. Thus we expect the true solution to have more 

variations in DG region than in FV region. Therefore, when we choose the interface, 

we want the true solution to vary less in FV region and near the interface than in 

DG region. In other words, we want the average of the change of u near the interface 

is less than the average of the change of u on the DG region: 

1 

( E'YervF IIVuvc lli2(V-r)) 2 IIVuiiL2(0v) 
I U-yervF Vy I :::; L IOv I ' 

(3.65) 
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where Lis some constant. Since 

I U-yErvF V-yl = L ~lf'lhv ~ ~hv L I'YI ~ ~hv(diam(nv))d-\ 
-yErvF -yErvF 

we have 

(3.66) 

Thus, we get the assumption. 

3.3 Numerical results 

In this section, we present some numerical results which verify the error estimates 

given in the last section. For all the examples, we choose then to be (0, 1) x (0, 1) with 

the interface to be [0.5, 0] x [0.5, 1], FV domain to be [0, 0.5] x [0, 1] and DG domain to 

be [0.5, 1] x [0, 1]. We let c = -1 and a= 1. We use piecewise quadratic approxima-

tion over the DG domain. The integrals on the cells are evaluated by Dunavant Gaus

sian quadrature with 7 nodes and the integrals on the faces are evaluated by Gauss

Legendre quadrature with 12 nodes. In the tables, e denotes the error and CR means 
1 

the convergence rate. llleiiiL2(0F} is defined to be (EvE&}IVI(u(xv)- uh(xv)) 2 ) 2 

1 

and llleiiiH1(0F) to be (E-yEri ~K-y[eJ 2) 2 • The interface error lllelllrvF is defined 
1 

to be ( L-yEriv I'Y~J [vj2) 2. 

We first present a constant solution to demonstrate the consistency of the coupled 

DG-FV method. Consider the boundary value problem: 

-\7 · (Vu(x,y)- {3u(x,y)) = 0, (x,y) E 0, {3 = (-1,5) 
(3.67) 

u(x, y) = 10, on an. 
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The exact solution is u = 10. Table 3.1 shows the numerical results. Since the 

solution is a constant, we expect the error to be zero by our error estimates. 

h llleiiiL2 (nF) llleiiiH1(0F) lleiiL2 (flv) lleiiH1(nv) lllelllrvF llelle 
0.30000 9.0568e-13 7.6680e-12 3.8056e-12 6.2773e-11 1.1533e-11 9.4935e-11 

0.15000 5.8430e-13 6.0879e-12 2.1246e-12 5.6248e-11 5.6548e-12 8.9238e-11 

0.07500 3.9842e-13 4.1519e-12 1.1481e-12 5.4747e-11 3.0654e-12 8.8464e-11 

0.03750 7.7991e-10 9.0686e-09 2.8969e-08 3.8870e-06 7.8226e-10 4.1526e-06 

0.01875 1.3290e-11 2.4848e-10 2.3210e-09 6.2895e-07 7.2830e-12 6.7208e-07 

Table 3.1 : The numerical results for Problem (3.67). 

Second, we repeat the experiment for another problem. Consider the following 

problem: 

-"V' · ("Vu- {3u) = sin(x) + 0.5cos(x) + 2cos(2y)- 1.2sin(2y), (x, y) E 0, 

{3 = (0.5, 1.2), 

u = cos(y)2 , (x, y) E [0, OJ x [0, 1], 

u = sin(x) + 1, (x, y) E [0, 0] x [1, 0], 

u = sin(1) + cos(y)2 , (x, y) E [1, 0] x [1, 1], 

u = sin(x) + cos(1)2 , (x, y) E [0, 1] x [1, 1]. 

(3.68) 

The true solution is u = sin(x) + cos(y)2. The numerical results are showed in Table 

3.2. 



h 

0.30000 

0.15000 

0.07500 

0.03750 

0.01875 

h 

0.30000 

0.15000 

0.07500 

0.03750 

0.01875 

The errors on FV regions and the interface 

(a) 

llleiii£2(0F) CR lllellln1 (nF) CR lllelllrvF 
2.9060e-03 - 2.2188e-02 - 9. 7080e-02 

1.7728e-03 0.7130 1.2438e-02 0.8350 3.5607e-02 

1.0368e-03 0.7739 7.2345e-03 0.7818 1.5729e-02 

5.2614e-04 0.9786 3.5621e-03 1.0222 7.4419e-03 

2.6859e-04 0.9700 1.7762e-03 1.0039 3.6378e-03 

The errors on DG regions and the energy error 

(b) 

llell£2 (00 ) CR llelln1 (nv) CR lie lie 
2.7990e-03 - 3.9176e-02 - 1.0856e-01 

1.7189e-03 0.7034 2.1646e-02 0.8559 4.4168e-02 

9.5880e-04 0.8421 1.2185e-02 0.8290 2.1616e-02 

4.8525e-04 0.9825 7.6697e-03 0.6679 1.1541e-02 

2.4547e-04 0.9832 5.0791e-03 0.5946 6.6832e-03 

Table 3.2 : The numerical results for Problem (3.68). 

Let us test a third problem. 

59 

CR 

-

1.4470 

1.1787 

1.0797 

1.0326 

CR 

-

1.2974 

1.0309 

0.9053 

0.7882 

-\7 · (Vu(x, y)- {3u(x, y)) = (14y- 9)(x2 - x) + (1- 6x)(y2 - y), (x, y) En, 

{3 = (-3, 7), 

u(x, y) = 0, on an. 
(3.69) 

The true solution is u = x(x- 1)y(y- 1). See Table 3.3 for the numerical results. 



The errors on FV regions and the interface 

(a) 

h llleiiiL2 (nF) CR lllellln1(nF) CR lllelllrvF 
0.30000 8.2516e-04 - 5.7522e-03 - 8.4777e-03 

0.15000 1.9218e-04 2.1022 1.5502e-03 1.8917 5.1240e-03 

0.07500 3.5398e-05 2.4407 5.0068e-04 1.6305 2.5175e-03 

0.03750 3.5822e-06 3.3048 2.0792e-04 1.2679 1.2665e-03 

0.01875 4.1005e-06 0.1950 9.8329e-05 1.0803 6.3269e-04 

The errors on DG regions and the energy error 

(b) 

h lleiiL2(0v) CR llelln1 (nv) CR llelle 
0.30000 5.6181e-04 - 4.4700e-03 - 1.1363e-02 

0.15000 1.6505e-04 1.7672 1.5636e-03 1.5154 5.6295e-03 

0.07500 5.9141e-05 1.4807 7.8468e-04 0.9947 2.7119e-03 

0.03750 1.8031e-05 1.7137 4.4124e-04 0.8305 1.3775e-03 

0.01875 6.0853e-06 1.5671 2.7864e-04 0.6631 7.1558e-04 

Table 3.3 : The numerical results for Problem (3.69). 

Here is the fourth example. 

-\7 · (Vu(x, y)- f3u(x, y)) = ( -4x2 - 6x + 4)ex2 eY, (x, y) E 0, 

/3 = ( -3, 7), 

U = eY, (x, y) E [0, 0) X [0, 1], 
2 

u =ex , (x, y) E [0, 0] X [1, 0], 

U = eY+l, (x, y) E [1, 0) X [1, 1), 

u = ex2+1, (x, y) E [0, 1] X [1, 1]. 
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CR 

-

0.7264 

1.0253 

0.9911 

1.0013 

CR 

-

1.0133 

1.0537 

0.9773 

0.9449 

(3.70) 



The true solution is u = ex2 eY. See Table 3.4 for numerical results. 

h 

0.30000 

0.15000 

0.07500 

0.03750 

0.01875 

h 

0.30000 

0.15000 

0.07500 

0.03750 

0.01875 

The errors on FV regions and the interface 

(a) 

llleiiiL2 (nF) CR llleiiiH1(0F) CR lllelllrvF 
1.0986e-02 - 1.2007e-01 - 2.0655e-01 

7.5485e-03 0.5414 9.8318e-02 0.2883 1.1150e-01 

5.5050e-03 0.4554 7.1179e-02 0.4660 5.6243e-02 

3.0863e-03 0.8349 3.8702e-02 0.8790 2.8541e-02 

1.6375e-03 0.9144 1.9898e-02 0.9598 1.4374e-02 

The errors on DG regions and the energy error 

(b) 

lleii£2 (0n) CR lleiiH1(0n) CR llelle 

7.2179e-03 - 1.1440e-01 - 2.8217e-01 

2.0094e-03 1.8448 5.6285e-02 1.0233 1.6776e-01 

5.1764e-04 1.9567 3.2555e-02 0.7899 1.0060e-01 

2.3605e-04 1.1329 2.0413e-02 0.6734 5.3663e-02 

1.7179e-04 0.4584 1.3591e-02 0.5868 2.8632e-02 

Table 3.4: The numerical results for Problem (3.70). 
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CR 

-

0.8894 

0.9873 

0.9786 

0.9896 

CR 

-

0.7502 

0.7378 

0.9066 

0.9063 

The problem here is an example of Remark 2 in Section 3.2. The example has 



first order convergence rate. 

-\1· (\lu(x, y)- f3u(x, y)) = -1- 6x + 14y, (x, y) E 0, 

/3 = (-3, 7), 

u = 0.25 + y2 , (x, y) E [0, 0] X [0, 1], 

u = (x- 0.5)2 , (x, y) E [0, 0] x [1, 0], 

u = 0.25 + y2, (x, y) E [1, 0] X [1, 1], 

u = (x- 0.5? + 1, (x,y) E [0, 1] x [1, 1]. 

The true solution is u = (x- 0.5)2 + y2• See Table 3.5 for numerical results. 
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(3.71) 

We see from the tables that the convergence rates are greater than 0.5 which match 

our error estimate. From Table 3.2, we notice that the convergence rate of llellnt(nv) 

is going close to 0.5. Since llellnt(nv) is a part of the energy error, we expect the 

convergence rate of the energy error to be 0.5 if the mesh size is small enough. From 

Table 3.5, we see that the convergence rate is 1. This is because our true solution 

satisfies Remark 2. Thus we get first order convergence rate. 

Figure 3.3 shows the exact solution on the voronoi mesh with h=0.0375. Figure 

3.4 shows the DG solution and the error on the same mesh. The time used to calculate 

the DG solution is 22 seconds. Figure 3.5 shows the FV solution and the error on the 

same mesh. The time used to calculate the FV solution is 5 seconds. Figure 3.6 shows 

the coupled FV and DG solution on the same mesh. The time used for this solution 

is 13 seconds. From these figures, we can see that the coupled method uses less time 

than the DG method, but it gains the same accuracy as the DG method. Though the 

FV method uses less time, the error is bigger than the DG and the coupled methods. 



h 

0.30000 

0.15000 

0.07500 

0.03750 

0.01875 

h 

0.30000 

0.15000 

0.07500 

0.03750 

0.01875 

The errors on FV regions and the interface 

(a) 

llielll£2(0p) CR llleiiiH1 (0p) CR lllelllrvF 
2.7076e-02 - 1.9896e-01 - 1.3964e-01 

1.6876e-02 0.6820 1.2675e-01 0.6505 4.9746e-02 

9.7086e-03 0.7976 7.5608e-02 0.7454 2.1099e-02 

5.2047e-03 0.8994 4.0809e-02 0.8897 9.4969e-03 

2.6504e-03 0.9736 2.0781e-02 0.9736 4.4527e-03 

The errors on DG regions and the energy error 

(b) 

lleiiL2 (0v) CR lleiiH1 (0v) CR llelle 
7.6043e-03 - 5.6859e-02 - 2.8501e-01 

6.4438e-03 0.2389 4.5141e-02 0.3330 1.5869e-01 

3.7446e-03 0.7831 2.7050e-02 0.7388 8.8089e-02 

1.9947e-03 0.9086 1.4895e-02 0.8608 4.5892e-02 

1.0126e-03 0.9781 7.7677e-03 0.9393 2.3012e-02 

Table 3.5 : The numerical results for Problem (3.71). 
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CR 

-

1.4891 

1.2374 

1.1517 

1.0928 

CR 

-

0.8448 

0.8492 

0.9407 

0.9959 

The Figures 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 are the true, DG, FV and the coupled solutions 

on the voronoi mesh with h=0.01875. The figures show that for this problem, the 

coupled FV-DG solution is as accurate as the DG solution but with much lower cost 

and is more accurate than the FV solution. Figure 3.11 shows the error of the FV 

solution and the coupled FV-DG solution on different meshes. The figure shows that 

the coupled method can gain the same accuracy as the FV method on a much courser 

mesh and, therefore, leads to a smaller or equal cost. 
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Exact solution 
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Figure 3.3 Exact solution on the voronoi mesh with h=0.0375. 

DG solution 
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Figure 3.4 Voronoi mesh with h=0.0375; time used=22 seconds. 



FV solution 

Error between the exact and FV solutions 
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Figure 3.5 Voronoi mesh with h=0.0375; time used=5 seconds. 
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Coupled FV-DG solution 
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Figure 3.6 Voronoi mesh with h=0.0375; time used=13 seconds. 

Exact solution 
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Figure 3. 7 : Exact solution on the voronoi mesh with h=0.01875. 
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DG solution 

Error between the exact and DG solutions 
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Figure 3.8 Voronoi mesh with h=0.01875; time used=394 seconds. 
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Figure 3.9 Voronoi mesh with h=0.01875; time used=7 seconds. 
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Figure 3.10 Voronoi mesh with h=0.01875; time used=99 seconds. 
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Figure 3.11: Voronoi mesh with h=0.0185; time used=7 seconds (top). Voronoi mesh 

with h=0.1500; time used=6 seconds (bellow). 
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Chapter 4 

The coupled FV and DG method for higher 
dimensional time dependent convection-diffusion 

problem 

In the previous chapter, we presented and analyzed the scheme for steady state 

convection-diffusion problem. In this chapter, we extend the method to the time 

dependent problem. We present the scheme and give the error estimate. 

4.1 Model problem and scheme 

Consider this problem 

atu- v. (KVu- {3u) = J, in n X (0, T), (4.1) 

supplemented with initial and boundary conditions 

u(x, t) = uo(x), X E 0, t = 0, (4.2) 

u(x, t) = g(x, t), X E 80, t 2: 0. (4.3) 

The domain 0 is a bounded polygonal domain. The function f belongs to £ 2 (0, T; £ 2 (0)) 

and u 0 belongs to £ 2 (0). The spatially dependent coefficient K is bounded above and 

below by positive constants k 1 and k0 respectively. The vector {3 is divergence-free: 

V · {3 = 0. We use the same meshes and notations as in Chapter 3. 
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4.2 Analysis tools 

We use the following inequalities in the error analysis. The bound (4.4) and (4.5) 

can be found in [42]. There exist a constant C independent of hv (V E £Jj) and a 

function u*(t) E x_h satisfying 

and 

Vt E (0, T), VV E £Jj, ll8tu(t)- 8tu*(t)JIL2(v) ~ Chvl8tu(t)lw(v), (4.5) 

where q = 0, 1, 2. 

Lemma 4.1 

Assume u E 0 2 ([0, T] X nF ). Then we have the following inequalities: 

1 

llu(t, x)- u(t, xv )IIL2(V) ~ hpJVJ2 sup IJV'u(t, x)JJ, (4.6) 
O~t~T,xES'lp 

Proof 4.1 

Thanks to the Taylor's expansion with integral remainder, we can easily obtain (4.6) 

and (4.7). 0 

4.3 Semi-discrete scheme 

The space discretization is the same as in Chapter 3. The semi-discrete scheme for 

problem (4.1) is: find, for any t ;::: 0, the continuous in time function uh(t) E x_h 

satisfying 

Vv E x_h, (8tuh,v)n + a(uh,v) = l(v), 

Vv E x_h, (uh(O), v)n = (uo, v)n, 

where a(uh, v) and l(v) are defined in (3.8) and (3.10) respectively. 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 
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4.4 Fully discrete scheme and analysis 

Let D.t denote a positive time step and let ti denote the time at the lh step. We 

denote by vi the function v evaluated at time ti. We define .f.i ( v) : Xh -+ JR: 

(4.10) 

We choose the backward Euler discretization for time. Our scheme is: find { un, j = 

0, 1, · · · , It = P, satisfying 

j+l j 
w wh (uh - uh ) ( j+l ) oi+l( ) · p vv E ~ , D.t , v n +a uh , v = .c.· v , J = 0, 1, · · · , - 1, 

Vv E Xh, (u~, v)n = (uo, v)n. 

We now derive a stability bound. 

Theorem 4.1 

(4.11a) 

(4.11b) 

Let (u~)i be the discrete solution in Xh to (4.1la) and (4.11b). Assume that the 

penalty u is large enough and is equal to a constant number and assume that the 

boundary datum g is 0. Then there exists D.t0 > 0 independent of hp, hv and D.t, 

such that for all D.t :::; D.t0 , ( u~)i satisfies the bound: 

n n 

llu~lli2(0) + D.t L llu~ll~:::; Cllu~lli2(0) + CD.t L 11Jilli2(0)· (4.12) 
j=l j=l 

for all n > 0. Here Cis a constant independent of hp, hv and D.t. 

Proof 4.2 

Recall that (u~)i satisfies (4.11a). Choose v to be u~+l and we obtain 

_!__ ((ui+l ui+1 ) - (ui+I ui) ) + a(ui+1 ui+l) = .f.i+1(ui+l) D.t h ' h n h ' h n h ' h h · 
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Since 

We have 

(4.14) 

Now let us bound the right-hand side. By assumption g = 0, we obtain 

l£i+l(u~+l)l = ifn Ji+lu~+ll $ ~IIJi+lll~ + llu~+lll~- (4.15) 

Recall that a(v, v) is coercive satisfying (3.15). Therefore, we obtain by (4.14) and 

(4.15) 

1 (11 j+lll 2 II j 11 2 ) II j+lll 2 111fH1 11 2 II j+lll2 2~t uh £2(!J) - uh £2(!J) + a uh £ $ '4 £2(!J) + uh £2(!J). (4.16) 

Summing up over j = 0, 1, · · · , n - 1 and multiplying by 2~t, we obtain 

n 

llui!lli2(!J) -llu~lli2(!J) + 2a~t L llu~ll~ 
j=l 

n n 

:::; ~~t L ll!jlli2(!J) + 2~t L 11u~lli2{n)· 
j=l j=l 

(4.17) 

By the discrete Gronwall's inequality, we obtain 

n 

Vn ~ 1, llui!lli2(!J) + 2a~t L llu~ll~ 
j=l 

5 e'<•+I)at ( llu~ lli'(fl) + ~ll.t t II P lli'(O)) ' (4.18) 

where 2~t $ 1. Since (n + 1)~t $ (P + 1)~t $ T +!,we have 
n 

Vn ~ 1, llui!lli2(!J) + 2a~t L llu~ll~ 
j=l 

5 e2T+t (MIIi'<"l + ~t>t t IIJ111i'<n>) · (4.19) 

Thus we can conclude. 0 
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Now let us present the error estimate. 

Lemma 4.2 

Let u(t) E H 1(0) n H 2(eh) for all t ~ 0 be the solution to problem (4.1)-(4.3). Then 

u satisfies 

Vv EX\ (8tu, v)n + a(u, v) = f(v)- 2:: R,(u)[v]-

- 2:: [v]1 R,(u)- 2:: 1 K"Ju · n-y(vlnv- vlnv(Y-r)) 
-yEr~F 'Y -yEr~F 'Y 

- 2:: ~ 1 Q-y(u)(vlnv- vnv(Y-r))- 2:: ~[v]1 Q-y(u). (4.20) 
-yEr~F 'Y -yEr~F 'Y 

Proof 4.3 

The result ( 4.20) can be easily obtained by Lemma 3.3. D 

Theorem 4.2 

Let u be the solution to problem (4.1)-(4.3) and (u~)j be the discrete solution in 

Xh to (4.11a)-(4.11b). Assume that u E L2 (0,T;Hr+l(e$))) n C 2 ([0,T] x OF) and 

Otu, OttU E L2 (0, T; Hr(e$])). Then there exists tlt0 > 0 such that for all tlt::; tlt0 , 

we have 

Ch2r+2J oJ2 Ch2J oJ2 Ch2 Ch2r+2J nJ2 + D U Hr+l(rlv) + F U Hl(Op) + F + D U Hr+l(Ov) 

+ Chj) ( D.t t JO,uiJ~"<<il + D.t t JluiJI~"+'<<i>) + CTh~ 

+ Ch~ ( D.t t L, JH( u1) J' + D.t t Jlu1 ll~'·•(e})) + C h ob.t t JIV u1 Jl~'{ri,,), 
(4.21) 

where C is a constant independent of hn, hp and tlt. 



Proof 4.4 

Let 

{ 
u*(t, x) x EOn, 

u(t) = 
u( t, xv) x E V E £jl;. 
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(4.22) 

Let u~- uJ = xj- f_J for j = 0, 1,··· ,P, where xi= u~- uJ and f_i = uJ- uJ. 

Subtracting (4.20) from (4.1la), we obtain 

+ L [v]1.R.y(ui+1) + L 1 K'Vuj+l · n-y(vlnv- vlnv(Y-r)) 
-yEr~F 'Y -yEr~F 'Y 

+ L ~ 1 Q-y(uj+l)(vlnv- vnv(Y-r)) + L ~[v]1 Q-y(ui+1). (4.23) 
-yEr~F 'Y -yEr~F 'Y 

We transform the first term on the left-hand side of (4.23): 

j+l j ( j+l j ) 
( uh - uh - 8 ui+l v) = uh - uh - !::! uj+l - (-8 ui+l + 8 uj+l) v 

~t t , n ~t vt t t , 

n 

( 
j+l- j -j+l- -j -j+l- -j ) 

_ uh uh u u + (u u !::! -j+l) (!::! j+l !::! -j+l) 
- - - VtU - VtU - VtU V 

~t ~t ~t ' 
n 

= (xH1 - xj + (uHl - uJ _ !::! -j+l) _ (!::1 j+l _ !::! -j+l) ) 
A A VtU VtU VtU , V . 
ut ut n 
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By choosing v = xi+l ,we obtain 

j+1- j ( -j+l- -j ) 
(x ilt x ,xi+1)o+a(xi+1_~i+1,xi+1)+ (u ilt u -8t'ui+I),xi+1 o 

= (8t~i+1,xi+1)o + L Ry(ui+I)[xi+I] 

"YEI'~z 

+ L Q"Y(ui+l)[xi+I] + L [xi+I] 1 Ry(ui+l) 
... EI'h,ZUI'h,8+ ... EI'h "Y 

I F F . I DF 
(4.24) 

By (4.13), we obtain 

. "+1 1 ( "+1 2 . 2 ) -(x3 , X3 )o ? -2 llx3 11£2(0) + llx3 IIP(o) · (4.25) 

Applying (4.25) to the first term in (4.24) and moving the term a(~i+I, xi+l) on the 

left-hand side of (4.24) to the right-hand side, we obtain 

1 ( "+1 2 . 2 ) "+1 "+1 2/lt IIX3 11£2(0) - IIX3 11£2(0) + a(x3 , x3 ) 

:::; - ((ui+~~ u/- at'ui+l),xi+1) 0 + (at~i+l,xi+l)o 

+ a(~i+I,xi+1) + L Ry(ui+l)[xi+I] + L Q"Y(ui+l)[xi+I] 
(4.26) 

+ L [xi+1] 1 Ry(ui+1) + L 1 KVui+l. n"Y(xi+1lov- xj+llov(Y"Y)) 
"YEI'i>F "Y "'(EI'i>F "Y 

+ L ~ 1 Q"Y(ui+l)(xi+1lov- Xi+1 lov(Y"Y)) + L ~[xi+l] 1 Q"Y(ui+l). 
"'(EI'i>F "Y "'(EI'i>F "Y 

Let us now bound the first term on the right-hand side. Using Cauchy-Schwarz's 

inequality and Young's inequality, we obtain 

u - u "+1 "+1 "+1 2 u - u "+1 2 ( 
-j+1 -j ) 1 -j+l -j 

I ( ilt - 8/u/ ), X3 
0 I :::; llx3 IIP(o) + 4ll ilt - 8iiP 11£2(0)· 
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Using Taylor's expansion with integral remainder, we obtain ([42]) 

-j+1 - -j 

ll u u a -]+1112 
~t - tU £2(!1) 

1 ti+l ti+l ~t 1ti+l 

::; 2~t2 1 (s- tj?ds 1 ll8ttulli2cn>ds::; 6 ti ll8ttullhcn)· 

Therefore, 

(4.27) 

We use (4.5) and (4.7) and obtain the bound for the second term: 

(8t~(tH1 ), xj+l)n::; llxH1IIi2cn) + ~ll8t~H1 11hcn> 

::; llxH1IIi2cn) + Ch:gl8tuH1 I~r(£h) + sup IIY'ut(t,x)II 2 1!1Fih~. (4.28) 
D O::;t::;T,xES1p 

We have already bounded the rest of the terms in the proof of Theorem 3.2. We now 

use directly the result (3.59), and we obtain 

1 ( '+1 2 . 2 ) 1 '+1 2 
2~t llx1 ll£2(n) - llx1 ll£2(n) + 16 allx1 lie 

~ ti+l 

::; 2llxH1IIhcn) + 2: 1 ll8ttulli2(n) + Ch:g IBtuH 1 I~r(£~) + Ch~ 

+Ch:giuH1 I~r+I(£~) +Ch~ LF iH(uH1) 12 +Ch~lluj+lll~l,p(£M +ChDIIY'uj+llli2(r~F)' 
(4.29) 

Summing up over j = 0, 1, · · · , n - 1 and multiplying by 2~t, we obtain 

n n n 

+ Ch:g~t L !Btuji~r(£~) + C~t L h~ + C~t L h:giujl~r+l(£~) 
j=1 j=1 j=1 

+ C~t t h~ 1 IH(uj)l2 + C~t t h~llujll~l,p(£~) + C~t t hDIIY'ujlli2cr~F). 
j=1 S1p j=1 j=1 

(4.30) 
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Thanks to the discrete Gronwall's inequality, we obtain 

llxnlli2(0) + ~a~t t llxjll~::::; C~t21T ll8ttulli2(0) 
j=l 0 

+ Cllx0 IIi. co> + ChJ] (tit t, liltu1 l~·ce]l> + tit t, I.J I~+'(EJ\l) + CTh} 

+ Chj, (tit t, 1F IH(u1)1' +tit t, llu1 11~'·•(Ej;)) + Chntit t, IIVu111l.c"iFl' 
(4.31) 

where 4~t < 1. 

Now we bound llx0 lli2(n)· Since ug satisfies (4.11b), we have 

Together with (4.4) and (4.6), we obtain 

llx0 lli2(n)::::; 2 (llu~- u0 llh(n) + llu0 - 'fi0 lli2(n)) 
(4.32) 

::::; Ch~+2 ju0 j~r+l(Ov) + Ch~ju0 j~1 (nF) + Ch~. 

Taking (4.32) into (4.31), we obtain 

n 1T 

llxnllh(n) + ~a~t L llxill~::::; C~t2 ll8ttulli2(n) + Ch~+2 ju0 l~r+I(nv) 
j=l 0 

+ Chl,lu0 I~'(OF) + Chj, + Chj) (tit t, l8tu1 I~(EJ\) +tit t,lu1 I~+'(EJ\)) + CTh~ 

+ Ch} (tit t,1F IH(u1)1 2 +tit t,llu1 11~··•(ej;)) + Chntit t.IIVu1 11~'(r]\F)" 
(4.33) 

Next, we bound u - uh. By triangle inequality, we obtain 

n 

llun- uhlli2{n) + ~t L llui- u~ll~ 
j=l 

n n (4.34) 

::::; llxnllh(n) + ~t L llxill~ + 11enlli2(n) + ~t L 11e11~-
j=l j=l 
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The first two terms on the right-hand side of (4.34) can be bounded by (4.31) and 

the third term can be bounded by (4.4) and (4.6). We only need to bound the fourth 

term. By the definition of~' we have ~(xv) = 0 for any V E Ejl;. We also can choose 

u*(t, y'Y) = u(t, y'Y) .Therefore, we obtain 

Thus by trace inequality and (4.4), we obtain 

(4.35) 

Thus, we can conclude. D 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion and future work 

In this thesis, the coupled of finite volume and discontinuous Galerkin method is 

proposed to solve the convection-diffusion equations. 

In Chapter 2, we present the coupled finite volume and discontinuous Galerkin scheme 

for the one dimensional steady state convection-diffusion problem. We prove the 

uniqueness and existence of the solution to the scheme. We prove that the error is 

bounded in the rate of O(hD + hp) and show some numerical examples which verify 

the error estimate. 

In Chapter 3, we present the coupled scheme for the 2D and 3D steady state convection-

diffusion problem. We prove the uniqueness and existence of the solution to the 
1 

scheme and show that the error is bounded in the rate of O(h}; + hp theoretically 

and numerically. Furthermore, if the interface of the finite volume domain and the 

DG domain is chosen properly so that the average gradient of the true solution near 

the interface is bounded by the average gradient of the true solution on DG domain, 

then the convergence rate is of first order. 

In Chapter 4, we present the 2D and 3D time dependent convection-diffusion problem 

and use the backward Euler method for the time discretization and coupled FV-DG 

method for the space discretization. We show the stability bound and error estimate. 

In the future, we will show some numerical examples for the time-dependent scheme 

to verify our error estimate. For the 2D and 3D convection-diffusion problems, the 

convergence rate is lost by one half as shown in this thesis. In order to get a better 
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convergence rate, we will try to use high order finite volume method near the inter

face of the FV domain and DG domain. We also want to extend the coupled FV 

and DG method to the nonlinear time-dependent convection-diffusion equations and 

apply this method to the C02 sequestration problem. Now let me present the model 

for C02 sequestration problem. 

5.1 C02 sequestration model 

Carbon dioxide disposal into deep aquifer has been an important venue to trap excess 

gas emission, not only is this technology economical, it provides a promising media 

to trap large capacity of residual gas. In the C02 sequestration process, we have two 

components (i.e. C02 and H20) and two phases (i.e. liquid (L) and vapor (v) phase). 

The mathematical model of this compositional problem can be described by a set of 

mass conservation equations and thermodynamic equilibrium formulae. Specifically, 

the conservation equations used to describe the transport phenomenon of the fluid 

are established by Sasaki to account for the C02 dissolution effect into water. (Cited 

from [45].) 

This model has two phases: liquid (L), vapor (v), and two components: gas (g), 

water (w). 

Here are some notation. 

1. The primary variable is p := PL, the pressure of the liquid phase and the saturation 

S L of the liquid phase. 2. Capillary pressure corresponds to the difference in pressure 

between the phases and it is given by: 

Pcv = Pv- P· 

3. The capillary pressure Pcv is a function of saturation: Pcv = Pcv(SL)· 
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4. Relative permeabilities for water and gas are functions of saturation: krL = 

krL(SL), krv = krv(SL)· k is the absolute permeability tensor of the porous medium. 

5. Viscosities for liquid and gas phases are functions of pressure: /-LL = P,L(p), f-Lv = 

f-tv(p). 

Define O!r = ~. 
1-'r 

6. Porosity ¢J is the measure of the pore space of the rock. It is defined to be the 

ratio of the volume of pores to the total volume, i.e. 

¢J = Vpore 
V'total' 

where V stands for volume. p0 is the reference pressure and ¢0 is the porosity at p0 . 

7. The rock comprssibility cR is given by cR = i~· 

8. Density of phase a is a function of pressure: Po.= Pa.(p). 

9. Xm,o. is the mole fraction of component min phase a and Qo. is the source term of 

phase a. 

10. Fugacity is a thermodynamic property that describes the tendency of a gas to 

escape. fm,o. denotes the fugacity of component m in phase a. Tm is the fugacity 

coefficient of component m. 

11. Km,t,p is the thermodynamic equilibrium constant of component mat temperature 

t and pressure p with 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

12. Vm is the average partial molar volume of component m and R is the gas constant. 

Denote 

(5.3) 
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B rco2P ( (p - p0 )"~~"co2) = exp - -'-----'---...::;. 
55.508Kco2 ,T,po RT 

(5.4) 

The model below is a closed system for the C02 sequestration processes. There are six 

are either functions of the unknown variables or can be obtained. The transport 

equations for this two phase two component flow in porous media are 

and 

:t (¢0 (1 + cR(P- p0 )) (xco2,LPLSL + xco2.vPv(l- SL))) 

- 'V · (xco2,LPLCJ.L 'Vp + Xco2,vPvCJ.v 'V(Pcv + P)) 

+ XH20,LPLqL + XH20,vPvqv = 0. 

Phase constraints are 

Fugacity equations are 
1-B 

XH20,v = (1/A) _ B' 

Xc2o,L = B(1- XH2o,v)· 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

We will apply the FV-DG scheme to (5.5) and (5.6) and test the scheme with some 

numerical implementations. 
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Appendix A 

Theorem A.l 

Define the residuals for any u E H 2 (0). 

'V'Y E r}, I'YI 1 (A.l) Ry(u) = -dK-y[u] - K\lu · n-y, 
'Y 'Y 

'V"( E f~8+, I'YI 1 (A.2) Ry(u) = -dK-y(u(xv)- g(y-y))- K'Vu · n-y, 
'Y 'Y 

'V'Y E rh,a- I'YI 1 (A.3) 
F ' 

Ry(u) = -dK-y(g(y-y)- u(xv )) - K'Vu · n-y, 
'Y 'Y 

'V'Y E rh,z u rh,a+ 
F F ' Q-y(u) = -{3'Yut + 1 {3 ·n-yu, (A.4) 

\:/"( E f~p, 
K 

(A.5) Ry(u) = -K'Vu · n-y- d 'Y [u], 
'Y 

'V'Y E r~p, Q-y(u) = {3 · n-y(ulnv- ulnF). (A.6) 

Let H(u) denote the Hessian matrix of u. Assume K is a positive constant and 

\1 · {3 = 0. Then, there exist a constant C1 only dependent on () and a constant C2 

only dependent on(), d, {3, and p, such that 

'Y E r}, 1Ry(u)l2 ~ cl h~I'YI r IH(u)l2, 
'Y lv..., 

"'E rtF, (11R,(u)1) 2 :o; C, h~"fi lv,IH(u)l', 

'Y E r~I u r~8+, IQ-y(u)l ~ C2hFI'YIT(Id'YI)tllullw1·P ' 
'Y (V'"f) 

for all p > d and such that p < oo if d = 2 and p ~ 6 if d = 3. 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

(A.lO) 
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Proof A.1 

The theorem and the proof is as same as in [44] except a little modification. 

First note that thanks to Sobolev's imbeddings, if u E H 2(0), then u E W 1·P(O,) for 

all p such that 1 ~ p < oo if d = 2 and such that 1 ~ p ~ 6 if d = 3. Then (3.30) 

and (3.31) are well defined. 

Let 'Y E fi. Since u E H 2 (f2), the restriction of u to V-y belongs to H2 (V-y)· The 

space C2 (V-y) is dense in H2(V-y)· Then, using a density argument, one needs only to 

prove (3.28), (3.29), (3.30) and (3.31) for u E C2 (V-y)· Therefore let us first assume 

that u E C2 (V-y)· 

First, we prove (3.28) if 'Y E r~1 . Let W and L be the two control volumes such 

that 'Y = W n L. Define dw,-y = d(xw, "f). It is possible to assume, for simplicity of 

notation and without loss of generality, that 'Y = 0 x .:y, with some .:Y C ~d-I, and 

xw = ( -dw,-y, o)t, xL = (dL,-y, o)t. 

A Taylor expansion using u E C2 (V-y) gives, for a.e. (for the (d-1)-Lebesgue measure) 

X = (0, x) E "(, 

u(xL)- u(x) = V'u(x) · (xL- x) + 11 H(u)(tx + (1- t)xL)(xL- x) · (xL- x)tdt, 

where H(u)(z) denotes the Hessian matrix of u at point z, and 

u(xw)- u(x) = V'u(x) · (xw- x) + 11 H(u)(tx + (1- t)xw )(xw- x) · (xw- x)tdt. 

Note that XL- xw = n-y; substracting one equation off the other and integrating over 

'Y yields IRy(u)l ~ Bw,-y + BL,-y, with, for some C3 depending on d and K, 

Bw,-y = ~3 1 f 1 IH(u)(tx + (1- t)xw )ixw- xi 2tdtd"((x), 
'Y 'Y lo 

where IH(u)(x)l2 = L:t,i=1 1DiDiu(z)i2 • 

The quantity B L,-y is obtained from Bw,-y by changing W in L. One uses a change of 
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variables in Bw,-r· Indeed, one sets z = tx + (1 - t)xw. Since lxw -xi ::; hp and 

dz = td-1dw,-ydtdr(x), one obtains, using z1 = (t- 1)dw,-y, z = (z1, zY with z E JRd-1 , 

C3h~ 1 (dw,-y)d-2 
Bw,-r $ -d- IH(u)(z)ld (z d )d_2dz. 

'Y Vw,-y W,-y 1 + W,-y 

This gives with the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 

B < C3 ( dw,-r )d-3 h~ 
W,-y- d 

'Y 
1 1 

X ( r IH(u)(z)i2dz) 2 ( r (z d 1 )2(d-2)dz) 2 
lvw,-y lvw,-y 1 + W,-y 

Ford= 2, noting that IVw,-rl = dwql-rl, (A.ll) gives 

1 

Bw,-r $ C3h~l~l~ (1 IH(u)(z)l 2dz) 
2 

v'2d-yd{v,-y Vw,-y 

(A.ll) 

A similar estimate holds on BL,-y by changing W in L and dw,-r in dL,-r· Since 

dw,-y, dL,-y ~ 01hp and d-y = dw,-r + dL,-y ~ 201hF, these estimates on Bw,-y and BL,-y 

yield (3.28) for some c1 only depending on d and (}1· 

Ford= 3, 
1 

Bw,-r $ C3h~1rl~ (1 IH(u)(z)l2dz) 
2 

d-yd{v,-y Vw,-y 

C3hFirl~ 
$ 1 IIH(u)IIP(Vw,-y)· 

y'2(}1d~ 

With a similar estimate on BLm this yields (3.28) for some C1 only depending on d 

and 01. Now we prove (3.28) if '"Y E r~8 . Let W be the control volume such that 

r E W. One can assume, without loss of generality, that xw = 0 and r = dw,-r x u 
with u c JRd- 1. The above proof gives, with some C4 only depending on d and (}b 

I ( u(y-r) d- u(xw)) - I~ 11 \7u(x) . nw,-rdr(x) 12 
W,-y f i' 

::; c41 hl~d r IH(u)(z)i2dz 
'"Y -r lv-t 

(A.12) 
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with i' = {(d'?, ~), x E i'} and V.:y = {ty-r + (1- t)x, x E-)', t E [0, 1]} U {txw + (1-

t)x, x E-)', t E [0, 1]}. Note that 11'1 = 2~~ 1 and that V.:y C V-y. One must now compare 

1-y = 1~ 1 f-r \7u · nw,-ydu(x) with 1.:y = 1~ 1 J.:y \7u · nw,-ydu(x). 

Let y = 2x, Vx E-)', we obtain 

By ~ = 'xw = 0, s = ~ and Taylor expansion, we obtain 

X 
Vx E "(, \7u( 2) · nw,-y 

Xw X Xw 1d 11 

= \7u( 2) · nw,-r + 
0 

H(u)(xw + t(2 - 2 ))(x- xw) · nw,-r2- dt 

1 

= \7u(xw) · nw,-r + 12 H(u)(xw + s(x- xw))(x- xw) · nw,-yds. 

Thus 

It= l~l!, ( Vu(xw) · nw,, + J.! H(u)(xw + t(x- xw ))(x- xw) · nw,,dt) da(x) 

(A.13) 

Taylor expansion gives 

Vx E "(, \7u(x) · nw,-r = \7u(xw) · nw,-r + 11 H(u)(xw + t(x- xw ))(x- xw) · nw,-ydt. 

Thus 

1-y = l~l i (vu(xw) ·nw,-r+ 11 
H(u)(xw+t(x-xw))(x-xw) ·nw,-ydt) du(x). 

(A.14) 

Subtract (A.13) from (A.14): 

I, - I; = l~l !, A' H( u) (xw +t(x - xw)) (x - xw) · nw,,dtda(x ). (A.15) 

The change of variables in this last integral z = xw + t(x- xw ), which gives dz = 

2dw,-ytd-1dtdu(x), yields, with E-y = {tx + (1- t)xw, x E "(, t E [!, 1]} and some Cs 
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only depending on d (note that t ~ ~), 

Cs 1 II'Y- Lrl $ I ld IH(u)(z)llx- xwldz. 
"( W.'Y E-r 

Then, using once more the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and lx- xwl $ hF, 

(A.l6) 

with some C6 only depending on d. Inequalities (A.12) and (A.16) yield (3.28) for 

some C1 only depending on d and fh for u E C2 (V'Y). Taking C1 convenient for 

"( E r~1 and r~8 gives (3.28) for all "( E ri. 
Now for the density argument, let u E H2 (V'Y) and let (un)nEN C C2 (V'Y) be a sequence 

which converges to u in the H2 (V'Y) norm. Thanks to the previous result, one has 

I Un (XL) - Un ( Xw) _ 2_ 1 t"'7 ( ) • d ( ) I 
d I I v Un x nw,'Y u x 

'Y 'Y 'Y 

Thanks to Sobolev imbeddings the sequence (un)nEN C C2 (V'Y) converges to u E 

H2 (V'Y) uniformly and the sequence (\lun · nw,'Y) C L 2 ('Y) converges to \lu · nw,'Y in 

L 2 ('Y) and therefore in £ 1 ("1). Passing to the limit in the latter inequality yields (3.28) 

for some C1 only depending on d and 81 for u E H2 (V'Y). 

The proof for (3.29) is the same as the proof for (3.28) when 'Y is on the boundary. 

Let us now prove (3.30) in the case 'Y E r~1 ; let 'Y = WIL with w, L E e;. We 

assume {3'Y ~ 0 (the case {3'Y < 0 works in the same way) and n'Y = nw,'Y so 

IQ'Y(u)l = 11/3 · nw,'Y(u(x)- u(xw))du(x)l. 

It is possible to assume, for simplicity of notation and without loss of generality, that 

'Y = 0 x .:y, with some .:Y c JRd-I, and xw = ( -dw,'Y, o)t. A Taylor expansion using 
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u E C 1 (V')') gives with X= (0, x)t E 'Y 

IQI'(u)l :::; sup lt3(x)lhF 1 t IV'u((t- 1)dw,'Y, tx)ldtdx. 
xEf! i Jo 

Let p > d be such that p < oo if d = 2 and p :::; 6 if d = 3; let q be its conjugate 

exponent, that is, * + ~ = 1. Thanks to Halder's inequality, 

1 

IQI'(u)l :::; sup I.B(x)lhF (1 t IV'u((t- 1)dw,f', tx)1Ptd-1dw,f'dtdx) :P 
xEf! I' Jo 

x (1 t 1 
!l dtdx) ~ 

i Jo (td-ldw,/')v 

Using a change of variables such that (x, t) Hz= ((t- 1)dw,f', tx) and noting that 

~(d- 1) = (q- 1)(d- 1) < 1 since p > d, one obtains 

Noting that d'Y = dw,f' + dL,f' 2: 2(hhF 2: 201dw,f' one obtains (3.30) for some C2 only 

depending on ,8, 01, and p. 

Now for "( E r~8+, l3 I' 2: 0, the proof is identical to the case "( E r~1 . 

The proof for (3.31) is similar to the proof for (3.30). D 
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